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Symbol Description Units 
a Semi-axis of the contact ellipse  mm 
A Area mm2 
B Friction decrease coefficient s/m 
BPDCV Flow gain of the proportional valve L/min/bar0.5 
b Semi-axis of the contact ellipse mm 
c11 Kalker’s coefficient - 
ce Flow coefficient - 
CH Hydraulic capacitance m3/bar 
DCE CE’s volumetric displacement  cm3 
E Material Young’s modulus  N/m2 
Emech Mechanical energy   kJ 
F Force N 
fRo Rolling resistance coefficient - 
fv Viscous friction coefficient Kg/s 
g Gravity acceleration m/s2 
G Shear modulus of the material N/m2 
H Horizontal force N 
h Height of the CG m 
iTr Mechanical transmission gear ratio - 
J Moment of inertia kg·m2 
K1, K2 Constant for the rolling parts’ material m2/N 
viii 
K3, K4 Constant for the rolling parts’ geometry 1/m 
KA Reduction factor (area of adhesion) - 
KOil Oil bulk modulus  bar 
KS Reduction factor (area of slip) - 
KSP Flow gain for the servo-pump L/min 
L Relaxation length (slip coefficient) m 
l1 Length used to localize the CG m 
l2 Length used to localize the CG m 
m Parameter for Hertz’s theory - 
mRS Rolling stocks’ mass kg 
N Vertical force N 
n Parameter for Hertz’s theory - 
p Pressure bar 
P Power kW 
p0 accumulator pre-charge pressure   bar 
pgas Pressure of the gas bar 
PLoss Power losses of units kW 
Pmech Mechanical power   kW 
Q Flow rate L/min 
QPDCV Flow rate of the PDCV L/min 
QS Volumetric loss L/min 
R Wheel’s dynamic radius m 
RR1 Curvature radius of the rail m 
RR2 Characteristic radius of the rail m 
Rw Characteristic radius of the wheel m 
s Slip/spin coefficient % 
Sp Pressure scale factor bar 
Sv Velocity scale factor m 
SCE Mean speed of the CE’s pistons m/s 
ix 
TAx Torque on the axle Nm 
TBr Torque due to the friction brakes Nm 
TCE,Fr Engine torque due to friction  Nm 
TCE,Ind Engine indicated torque  Nm 
TCE,Load Engine torque due to the load  Nm 
TCE,WOT Wide-open-throttle curve torque Nm 
Te Effective shaft torque Nm 
TS Torque loss Nm 
u Control input/command - 
V0 Nominal accumulator volume L 
V Unit maximum displacement cm3/rev 
y Linear squeeze cylinder’s position m 
y  Linear squeeze cylinder’s velocity m/s 
y  Linear squeeze cylinder’s acceleration m/s
2 
x Linear vehicle’s position m 
ẋ Linear vehicle’s velocity m/s 
x  Linear vehicle’s acceleration m/s2 
Z Vertical force N 
α Control parameter - 
β Normalized unit’s displacement - 
γ Polytrophic coefficient of the gas - 
Δp Pressure difference bar 
 ε Gradient of tangential stress - 
η Efficiency  - 
τH Exponential decay for static friction 
forcconstant 
- 
 ϑ  Angular position rad 
  Angular velocity rad/s 
  Angular acceleration rad/s
2 
 λ Scaling factor - 
x 
μOil Oil dynamic viscosity kg/m/s 
 μ Friction coefficient - 
 μ0 Friction coefficient zero slip velocity - 
 μ∞ Friction coefficient infinite slip velocity - 
 ν Poisson’s ratio of the material - 
 φ Parameter for Hertz’s theory rad 
(•)A Hydraulic line A   
(•)B Hydraulic line B   
(•)e Effective magnitude 
(•)F Front axle 
(•)HP High-pressure line  
(•)Meas Measured value of a magnitude 
(•)R Rear axle 
(•)Ref Reference value of a magnitude 
(•)Scaled Scaled value of a magnitude 
(•)Set Commanded value of a magnitude 
ACC Hydraulic accumulator 
ADJ Displacement adjustment system 
CE Combustion engine 
CG Center of gravity 
CP Charge pump 
CV Check valve 
DC Displacement control 
FLV Flushing valve 
GB Mechanical transmission 
HST Hydrostatic transmission 
k Constant gain 
LP Low-pressure system 
O Center of the machine’s wheels 
xi 
OOV On/off valve 
PDCV Proportional directional control valve 
RV Relief valve 
SCHM Secondary controlled hydraulic motor 
SP Servo-pump 
VM Variable-displacement motor 
VP Variable-displacement pump 
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This dissertation aims at showing how to transform hydraulic systems of railway multi-
actuator machinery characterized by inefficient state-of-the-art systems into the 21st 
Century. Designing machines that are highly efficient, productive, reliable, and cost 
affordable represents the target of this research. In this regard, migrating from valve-
controlled architectures to displacement-controlled layouts is the proper answer. 
Displacement-controlled systems remove the losses generated by flow throttling typical 
of conventional circuits, allow an easy implementation of energy recovery (e.g. during 
regenerative braking), and create the possibility for the use of hybrid systems capable of 
maximizing the downsizing of the combustion engine. One portion of the dissertation 
focuses on efficient propulsion systems suitable for railway construction and 
maintenance machines. Two non-hybrid architectures are first proposed, i.e. a novel 
layout grounded on two independent hydrostatic transmissions (HSTs) and two 
secondary controlled hydraulic motors (SCHMs) connected in parallel. Three suitable 
control strategies are developed according to the specific requirements for railway 
machines and dedicated controllers are implemented. Detailed analyses are conducted 
via high-fidelity virtual simulations involving accurate modeling of the rail/wheel interface. 
The performance of the propulsion systems is proven by acceptable velocity tracking, 
accurate stopping position, achieving regenerative braking, and the expected behavior of 
the slip coefficients on both axles. Energy efficiency is the main emphasis during 
representative working cycles, which shows that the independent HSTs are more efficient. 
xiii 
They consume 6.6% less energy than the SCHMs working with variable-pressure and 12.8% 
less energy than the SCHMs controlled with constant-pressure. Additionally, two 
alternative hybrid propulsion systems are proposed and investigated. These architectures 
enable a 35% reduction of the baseline machine’s rated engine power without modifying 
the working hydraulics. Concerning the working hydraulics, the focus is to extend 
displacement-controlled technology to specific functions on railway construction and 
maintenance machines. Two specific examples of complete hydraulic circuits for the next 
generation tamper-liners are proposed. In particular, an innovative approach used to 
drive displacement-controlled dual function squeeze actuators is presented, 
implemented, and experimentally validated. This approach combines two functions into 
a unique actuator, namely squeezing the ballast and vibrating the tamping tools of the 
work-heads. This results in many advantages, such as variable amplitude and variable 
frequency of the tamping tools’ vibration, improved reliability of the tamping process, 
and energy efficient actuation. A motion of the squeeze actuator characterized by a 
vibration up to 45 Hz, i.e. the frequency used in state-of-the-art systems, is experimentally 
confirmed. In conclusion, this dissertation demonstrates that displacement-controlled 
actuation represents the correct solution for next-generation railway construction and 
maintenance machines.
1 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW 
This chapter intends to give an overview of the mobile hydraulic systems commonly used 
in the railway construction and maintenance industry. A representative state-of-the-art 
machine is described pointing out the system limitations. Then, the pertinent literature is 
reviewed to understand if there are more efficient and viable alternatives to current 
hydraulic solutions. 
 
1.1 Background and motivations 
1.1.1 The impact of fuel cost and system efficiency in mobile hydraulics 
Hydraulic mobile off-road machines are used in many applications ranging from earth-
moving to construction, agriculture, forestry, and transportation. The main reasons of this 
popularity lie in the high power to weight ratio, the numerous functions performed by 
hydraulic circuits, and in the effective controllability of these systems. Compression-
ignition combustion engines, simply diesel engines, power the vast majority of these 
machines. In accordance with the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA, 2015), 
diesel fuel has reached a high price during the last decade (Figure 1). Consequently, fuel 
consumption of mobile hydraulics became an economic issue with significant impact on 
the operating costs.  
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Figure 1 Variation of the diesel fuel price during the last years. 
 
Furthermore, there is the increasing tendency of introducing stringent emission standards 
regulations for diesel engines all over the world, e.g. EPA Tier 4 in the U.S.A. and Stage 
III/IV in Europe. Although the specific limits vary depending on the engine output power, 
the overall trend requires major emissions, nitrogen oxides and particulate matter, to 
reduce to near-zero emission levels. Standard exhaust after treatment systems, i.e. diesel 
oxidation catalyst and diesel particulate filter, can be retained in engines with a rated 
power below 56 kW (Akbarian, 2014). Conversely, units with higher power require a 
selective catalytic reduction to moderate nitrogen oxide emissions, which results in 
increased costs and complex installations on the machine. In order to take advantage of 
smaller engines without losing productivity and to mitigate the impact of fuel cost, both 
aspects dictate a continuous strive toward system efficiency improvements. Liang and 
Virvalo illustrate how poor the efficiency of state-of-the-art hydraulic circuits are. For 
instance, the overall efficiency (i.e. the ratio of actuator output energy over the pump 
input energy) of current hydraulic cranes is reduced, ranging between 10.6% for a 
conventional constant pressure system and 27.4% using load-sensing components (Liang 
and Virvalo, 1999). This case of poor performance is not isolated but, rather, commonly 
seen in many of today’s mobile machines involving state-of-the-art hydraulic systems. The 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory has quantified the consequences for the U.S. Department 
of Energy in 2012 as follows (Love et al., 2012). Only considering the U.S.A., the mobile 
fluid power industry (industrial hydraulics and aerospace are not included) consumes at 













estimated average efficiency of 21% across all applications, this means about 0.076 Quads 
of work are produced. The same amount of work could be generated by saving 0.08 Quads 
if the average efficiency were 27% (short-term goal) or by saving 0.16 Quads if the average 
efficiency were 37% (long-term goal). With the diesel’s energy density of 138,700 
Btu/gallon and the cost of diesel fuel assumed as 2.4 $/gallon, these efficiency 
improvements could produce $1.4B or $2.7B of savings per year, respectively. 
1.1.2 Mobile hydraulics in railway industry 
The railroad construction and maintenance industry needs different operations in order 
to guarantee safe and cost efficient handling of railway lines. Hydraulic machines play a 
key role in performing these different operations. In particular, the track ballast is a critical 
part of the railway since it is the base that contains the ties to which the rails are fastened. 
In detail, the ballast serves several purposes: it holds the track in place, supports the load 
coming from the ties, absorbs vibrations, and drains water. Figure 2 illustrates its 
structure. The ties are inserted into the ballast that is made of crushed stones. This layer 
lies over smaller crushed stones, i.e. the sub-ballast, in contact with the soil. The standard 
ballast depth ranges from about 0.3 meters up to 0.5 meters around the tie ends. 
 
Figure 2 Structure of a standard railway line: frontal view (left) and lateral view. 
The traffic loads cause vibrations that lead to track deterioration in the form of permanent 
deformation in the ballast and in the underlying soil. Since the quality of the track affects 
the safe speed that trains can travel, creating and maintaining a rigid substructure to hold 
the track in place is the main goal. In order to fulfill this target, different operations are 
required. The most relevant are the ballast, tie, and track removal/placement, the ballast 
railstie
ballastshoulder soilsub-ballast ballast soilsub-ballast
tie
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tamping/stabilizing, the rail lining, and the rail grinding. Dedicated machines perform 
these processes: Figure 3 shows two illustrative examples, namely a tamper-liner and a 
tie equipment machine. As a general characteristic, the railway industry is a very 
conservative sector. The machines available on the market make use of inefficient valve-
controlled hydraulic systems that were conceived many years ago. 
 
 
Figure 3 Tamper-liner (upper) and tie equipment machine (Harsco, 2015). 
Due to the complexity of the construction/maintenance operations, these systems 
require numerous actuators (e.g. 13 types of actuators in a tamper-liner) and an intricate 
system of sensors (e.g. pressure sensors, encoders, infrared receivers, and metal 
detectors) that make the system design challenging. 
 
1.1.3 The baseline machine: description of a state-of-the-art tamper-liner 
A tamper-liner was selected as reference due to its popularity. Such a machine is a 
representative application that faces several issues common to many railway machinery. 
Becoming familiar with its functioning enables a deeper understanding of railway 
industry’s requirements. In detail, the tamper-liner involves eight types of predominant 
hydraulic actuators: two traction motors, two work-head cylinders, four squeeze cylinders, 
5 
four vibrating motors , two hook-clamp cylinders, two jack cylinders, two liner cylinders, 
and one bias cylinder. Then, there are five types of secondary hydraulic actuators that 
perform occasional tasks by modifying the machine’s configuration (two slew cylinders, 
two traverse motors, and a buggy-lift cylinder), contribute to the vehicle's dynamics (four 
suspension cylinders), and cool the engine (a fan motor). Auxiliary functions, such as the 
pneumatic system and the electric system, are also part of the machine. The simplified 
schematic in Figure 4 depicts the current hydraulics grounded on a valve-controlled 
architecture.  
 
Figure 4 Simplified hydraulic circuit of a state-of-the-art tamper-liner. 
Two pressure-compensated pumps are connected to a common high-pressure line that 
supplies flow to all the actuators, with the exception of the vibrating motors. Specific 
valves control the motion of those actuators: more details are proposed in Figure 5 for 
the traction motors, Figures 9 through 11 for the tamping sub-system, and from Figure 14 
to Figure 18 for the lining sub-system. Finally, four dedicated fixed-displacement pumps 
feed the vibrating motors (Figure 12), while, the combustion engine powers additional 
devices, such as the air compressor and alternator. 
1.1.3.1 The propulsion system 
The limited adhesion available at the wheel/rail interface characterizes railway hydraulic 



















shows the hydraulic schematic of the valve-controlled traction motors. Two closed-center 
directional control valves (1) connect the traction motors (TMs) to the high-pressure rail 
(P) and tank (T) enabling the motion. The two-stage variable-displacement motors are 
controlled to maintain full displacement during standard operation and to migrate to 
reduced displacement when the machine is set in traveling configuration. 
 
Figure 5 Valve-controlled hydraulics of the tamper-liner’s propulsion system.  
In addition, four check valves (2) prevent cavitation in the lines while a variable-setting 
pressure reducer valve (3) adjusts the setting of the relief valves (4). These valves are part 
of a device that modifies the traction motor output torques by varying the Δps across the 
units. Finally, both friction brakes and retarding valves (4) perform the machine’s braking: 
during this process, no energy recuperation is realized. For this reason, such a layout 
performs poorly in terms of energy efficiency by wasting important amounts of energy 
due to both flow throttling and dissipative braking. Despite the low velocity reached 
during standard operations (a few kilometers per hour), the remarkable mass of the 
vehicle (more than 25 tons) makes available a significant amount of kinetic energy (up to 
35 kJ) that today is converted into heat several times per minute. These numbers 
encourage the implementation of energy recovery. Since several actuators of the working 
hydraulics are active during braking, they can instantaneously consume all the recovered 
energy, thus making energy storage optional, i.e. simple non-hybrid layouts take 
advantage of all the recovered energy. More sophisticated hybrid layouts enable 



















maintenance machines operate in highly automated working cycles characterized by 
frequent stops. The machine’s movement is limited in extension: using the on-board 
sensors, the distance the machine needs to travel is already known before performing the 
movement. Nevertheless, an overshoot on the desired final position is commonplace. The 
overshoot takes place at about 1.3 seconds during a standard double-tamping cycle 
(Figure 6).  
 
Figure 6 Measured velocity of the baseline tamper-liner during a 
representative working cycle.   
A reverse motion (highlighted in green) and another small forward motion (in red) are 
required in order to reach the selected working point. Clearly, this negative feature slows 
the productivity down and leads to unnecessary fuel consumption. This undesired 
behavior is mainly related with the difficult integration between the advanced sensors 
and the old-fashioned hydraulics. Solving this conflict will benefit the new system. 
1.1.3.2 Working hydraulics: the tamping sub-system 
This sub-system squeezes the ballast underneath the ties while creating a proper 
vibration of the tamping tools in order to achieve better compaction. Figure 7 helps 
understanding the functioning by detailing the kinematics of a tamper-liner similar to the 
baseline machine. The support frame (16) of the tamping head contains two rods (20) 
that guide the motion of the casing (22) in the vertical direction under control of the work-
head cylinder (24). This results in the front and back tamping tools (26F and 26B) to be 
inserted and removed from the ballast. The mechanical devices installed inside the casing 

















convert the rotational motion of the vibrating motors into a torsional vibration of the 
tamping tools combining the linear motion of the squeeze cylinders (SQ). As a result, the 
ballast is compacted underneath the ties. 
 
Figure 7 Lateral view of a tamper-liner with emphasis on a tamping head 
(Sandsted et al., 1996). 
The tamping heads have another degree of freedom since they are mounted to transverse 
beams (18). The traverse motors, not visible in the figure, move the support frames 
laterally along the transverse beams by the use of chains. This adjustment is not part of 
standard working cycles and is rarely performed, e.g. when tamping the ballast close to a 
railroad crossing. The tamper is equipped with two tamping heads, one per each side of 
the machine. Each tamping head has one work-head cylinder, eight squeeze cylinders, 
two vibrating motors, and eight tamping tools. The positioning of the tools during tamping 






Figure 8 Tamping tools’ positioning  during squeezing (Sandsted et al., 1996). 
Figure 9 depicts the hydraulic circuit of the work-head actuators where the lines of both 
ports of the cylinder, i.e. the piston and the rod side, are highlighted with different colors 
for the sake of clarity.  
 
Figure 9 Schematic of the hydraulic circuit of one work-head actuator. 
The motion of every actuator (WH) is enabled/disabled by two directional control valves 
(DCVs) connected to the common high-pressure line, while flow control valves (FCVs) set 
















order to guarantee inverse free flow. Relief valves (RVs) and two anti-cavitation valves 
(ACs) are also used. When the DCVs are centered, the piston chamber is connected to 
tank. Finally, the two work-head cylinders, i.e. the one on the right machine’s side and on 
the left side, are controlled independently using identical hydraulic systems. 
As mentioned before, the tamper-liner makes use of eight squeeze cylinders, four on the 
left side and four on the right side of the machine (Figure 10). Due to the mechanical 
connections between cylinders, the system results in four equivalent squeeze actuators. 
Both on/off directional control valves (DCVs) and flow control valves (FCVs) control the 
motion of the squeeze actuators. A common line connects the piston chambers of the 
actuators. This means uniform squeezing pressure is applied to all tamping tools. In fact, 
if one tamping tool should meet higher resistance (e.g. a displaced tie or a larger stone), 
it will not apply too much force while the remaining tools continue to move. The end of 
the squeezing motion takes place when the pressure transducer measures a predefined 
squeezing pressure. Limiting the maximum squeezing force serves the purpose of 
preventing damage to the track line, thus a relief valve (RV) is installed. 
 


















Furthermore, the schematic of the valves dedicated to the traverse motors (TMs) is shown 
in Figure 11. These two units are used infrequently since they modify the machine’s 
configuration. Specific directional control valves define the motion of the motors while 
connecting both ports to tank when de-energized. Mechanical brakes maintain the 
position of the units when they are not activated. The reduced pressure set by the 3-ways 
pressure reducer valve (PRED) acts in the spring chambers of the brake actuators (ACTs) 
guaranteeing the engagement of the brakes. When the DCVs are activated, the shuttle 
valves (SVs) connect the high-pressure sides of the motors with the rod chambers of the 
brake actuators releasing the brakes and allowing the lateral positioning of the entire 
work-head assembly.  
 
Figure 11 Schematic of both traverse motors and their control valves.   
Lastly, four dedicated fixed-displacement pumps (P1  P4) feed the fixed-displacement 
motors (M1  M4) that run at constant speed in order to generate a vibrating motion of 
the tamping tools at a fixed frequency (Figure 12). Two warm-up valves (WUVs), which 
are included in this part of the circuit, intercept the high-pressure sides of these hydraulic 
motors. When the oil temperature is low, these valves are energized. Consequently, all 
the flow coming from the fixed-displacement pumps is throttled through two variable-















Figure 12 Schematic of the hydraulics related to the vibrating motors. 
1.1.3.3 Working hydraulics: the lining sub-system 
The other important sub-system of the working hydraulics is devoted to lift the rails and 
position them in the proper location to correct their alignment. Figure 13 gives an 
overview of the kinematics by showing two different cross-sections through the machine 
structure with respect to the centerline.  
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The cross-section on the left shows the solution used to clamp and lift the rails while the 
right side of Figure 13 illustrates the solution used to align the rails. First, a firm contact 
between the hooks and the rails is required. The bias cylinder pushes the rail contact 
member laterally in order to create contact with the inside of the rail-heads. The hook-
clamp cylinders push the two hooks against the outsides of the rails. A predefined 
pressure is maintained in the rod chamber of the hook-clamp cylinders to ensure the 
holding function of the hooks. Afterwards, the jack cylinders lift and lower the hook guide 
and, consequently, the rails. The two liner cylinders move the sub-frame laterally to align 
the track (the hydraulic forces of the liner cylinders are transmitted to the rails through 
the contact members). Lastly, the two slew cylinders, that are rarely activated, adjust the 
inclination of the sub-frame. 
Going more into detail, the hook-clamp cylinders necessitate both fast motion and an 
upper limit on the clamping force used to grip the rails. They are controlled independently 
by flow control valves (FCVs) in combination with directional control valves (DCVs) 
connected to the common high-pressure line (Figure 14 shows only one cylinder). In 
addition, there are two relief valves (RVs) and a pressure transducer installed on the rod 
chamber line. When the pressure in the rod side of the actuator reaches the predefined 
value (e.g. 80 bar), sufficient clamping force is generated. 
 











Regarding the lifting of the rails, the movements of the jack cylinders are limited a few 
centimeters and require accurate positioning (a measurement system relying on infrared 
light is used). The actuators are independently controlled using a flow control valve 
combined with a directional control valve (only one cylinder is depicted in Figure 15). 
 
Figure 15 Schematic of one jack cylinder and its control valves. 
Then, the two liner cylinders are connected between the sub-frame and the main frame 
of the machine resulting in a permanent linkage between their displacements. Flow 
control valves and directional control valves are used to set the position of the actuators 
(Figure 16). During active positioning, the on/off valve (OOV) is energized, closing the 
connections between actuator ports and tank. When this valve is deactivated (i.e. floating 
condition), both cylinder chambers are connected to tank, meaning that the sub-frame 
can freely move in the direction perpendicular to the rails. 
 

















Furthermore, the two slew cylinders adjust the inclination of the sub-frame along the rails. 
For this reason, their intervention is infrequent and is manually supervised by using 
directional control valves (the schematic proposed in Figure 17 considers only one 
actuator). Two pilot operated check valves maintain the desired angular position of the 
machine’s sub-frame during normal operations. 
 
Figure 17 Schematic of one slew cylinder and its control valves. 
 Finally, the unique bias cylinder is fed through a pressure reducer valve (PRED) 
characterized by a low-pressure setting (14 bar). This guarantees a sufficient, but not 
excessive, force to push the contacting member against the inside of the rail-head when 
the directional control valve shown in Figure 18 is activated. When full contact is reached 
during cylinder extension, a pressure operated check valve maintains the actuator position. 
If the directional control valve is de-energized, then the rail contact member is moved 
away from the rail-head avoiding contact between the contact members and the rail-
heads.   
 
Figure 18 Schematic of the valves that control the bias cylinder. 
1.1.3.4 A representative working cycle  
The importance of integrating hydraulics and sensors effectively emerges from the 












simultaneous movements need to be coordinated. The working cycle starts when the 
machine moves forward. The hook-clamp cylinders (HC) and the jack cylinders (JK) already 
started their movements during the last portion of the previous working cycle. Then, the 
HC cylinders remove the hooks from the rails while the JK cylinders lift the sub-frame in 
order to avoid contact between the hooks and the ballast. Concerning the tamping unit, 
the work-head cylinders (WH) retract to distance the tamping tools from the ballast while 
the squeeze (SQ) cylinders retract to put the tools in vertical position. After that, the WH 
cylinders extend to near the tamping tools to the ballast. 
 
Figure 19 Operations during a double-tamping working cycle. 
When the machine is at the stopping point, the HC and the JK cylinders clamp and lift the 
rails. From now on, the WH cylinders submerge the tools into the ballast. The top of the 
tools need to reach a depth of a few millimeters below the underside of each tie. Since 
this is a double-tamping cycle, the tamping tools must be inserted into the ballast twice 
to obtain a better compaction. The SQ cylinders are commanded according to the action 
of the WH cylinders. The squeezing function, namely the extension of the SQ cylinders, 
begins only when the tamping tools are sufficiently submerged and finishes when a preset 
pressure is reached in SQ piston chambers. The average duration of this specific cycle is 
about 2.75 seconds. This means the machine can tamp about 21 ties per minute. The cycle 
length can vary depending on both the number of ties that are tamped (e.g. tamping every 
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single tie, tamping every second tie, etc.) and the external conditions. However, the 
sequence of operations remains the same. 
 
1.2 State-of-the-art review 
Analyzing the literature, the number of scientific works devoted to hydraulic systems 
specific for railway machines is limited. The attention of the researchers is generally 
focused on the ballast design and tamping (Section 1.2.1), and on commuter passenger 
railway vehicles (Section 1.2.2).  
 
1.2.1 Ballast design and tamping  
Until the last decade, the lack of generally accepted damage and settlement equations 
was commonplace (Knothe and Wu, 1998). Ballast design was mostly empirical because 
the impact of the different layers on the overall behavior was not completely understood 
(Dahlberg, 2003). For this reason, several studies were conducted in order to develop a 
more accurate design process. Relying on experimental investigations about the 
constitutive behavior of the ballast under cyclic dynamic loading, Kempfert et al. (2003) 
proposed numerical models for the long-term deformation behavior caused by cyclic 
loads produced by railway traffic. Augustin et al. (2003) elaborated these outcomes by 
highlighting that the initial state of the track has a strong influence on the long-term 
behavior. Contextually, the tamping process increased its relevance. The interaction 
between the tamping tools and the stones of the ballast has been considered in order to 
achieve non-detrimental functioning. Wright (1983) evaluated both the impact produced 
by the insertion of the tamping tools into the ballast and the effects of high squeezing 
forces on particle breakage. Lately, the influence of the frequency, induced by the 
vibration of the tamping tools, was investigated using the three-dimensional element 
approach (Saussine et al., 2008).  
Some studies have also been conducted on the mechanical-hydraulic systems involved in 
the tamping process. Gong et al. (2010) proposed a tamping device with hydraulic 
cylinders that oscillate and suggested specific control of such a system (Gong et al., 2010). 
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Then, the same authors designed a dedicated high dynamic valve (Gong et al., 2010) that 
was validated with experimental tests (Liu et al., 2014). They claimed that such a system 
can vibrate the tamping tools up to 40 Hz while performing a motion of 4 millimeters in 
amplitude. Conversely, a different approach using the squeeze cylinders to both squeeze 
the ballast and create the vibration of the tamping tools was patented by System7-
Railsupport (Lichtberger, 2014). The benefit of this solution is the use of a hydraulic 
system that does not require any mechanical device to vibrate the tools. This makes the 
vibration adjustable in terms of both amplitude and frequency, removes the risks related 
to the failure of the mechanical device, and makes the maintenance easier. Such a system 
is depicted in Figure 20.  
 
Figure 20 Valve-controlled dual function squeeze cylinders (Lichtberger, 2014). 
The work-head cylinder (9) lifts/lowers the entire work-head assembly (2). Each squeeze 
cylinder (11) is controlled by a dedicated hydraulic valve (13) directly located on the 
cylinder. Using the information from the position sensors (12) internal to the squeeze 
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cylinders, the controller (14) manipulates the commands directed to the valves in order 
to combine the squeezing motion and vibration of the tamping tools (10). 
1.2.2 Propulsion systems specific for railway applications  
Commuter passenger trains represent a major theme in today’s research related with the 
railway industry. Two energy sources characterize railcar traction: electricity, usually 
supplied to the traction motors by catenaries or third rails, and diesel fuel for the non-
electrified lines. Due to frequent stops, the recovering of kinetic energy during braking is 
a key aspect to consider. This recovered energy can be used to assist the prime mover 
throughout the next acceleration. Multiple studies have been focused on the 
hybridization of the commuter train with the goal to reduce fuel consumption. Hillmansen 
and Robert (2007) performed a general evaluation of hybrid trains without considering 
specific system architectures. Nonetheless, the most popular approach involves electric 
energy storage devices. Several examples are available in literature. Ihara et al. (2008) 
proposed a motor-assisted electric hybrid traction system that requires a complex 
mechanical transmission (Figure 21) to couple the CE, the electric motor, and the driven 
axle in order to reduce fuel consumption up to 15-20%.  
 
Figure 21. Motor-assisted hybrid traction system (Ihara et al., 2008). 
Furuta et al. (2010) analyzed in a review paper the evolution of the electric hybrid 
traction system for non-electrified railway lines concluding that the progress in the 
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performance of the energy storage devices will provide more options and will change the 
optimal solution. Dittus et al. (2011) adopted a realistic approach to estimate the 
consumption of a specific train equipped with an energy storage device consisting of 
double layer capacitors and batteries. Even though less attention was devoted to the 
introduction of an energy-efficient driving style, the simulations indicated fuel savings up 
to 13%. A few solutions involving other energy storage devices were taken into account. 
Read et al. (2011) explored the possible reduction of braking losses in non-electrified rail 
systems by acting on the propulsion system’s control strategy. Fuel savings up to 40% 
were predicted, but the energy storage device was not detailed. However, the 
introduction of flywheels to store energy has been planned for future works, considering 
them a suitable alternative to electric capacitors. Finally, Kache (2014) investigated two 
parallel hybrid layouts (Figure 22). 
 
Figure 22. Parallel hydraulic hybrid layouts investigated by Kache (Kache, 2014). 
The hydrostatic transmissions and hydraulic storage devices (i.e. piston accumulators) 
allow an estimated 5-16% reduction in fuel consumption. Nevertheless, the author 
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insinuated that the alternative traction equipment needs to be coupled to the existing 
drivetrain via gearboxes resulting in solutions of different complexity.  
In conclusion, the lack of specific studies dedicated to railway construction and 
maintenance machines retains the use of conservative approaches by industries.  
 
1.2.3 Propulsion systems for generic off-road machines 
The general requirements for propulsion systems devoted to off-road machines concern 
large torque/speed conversion range, smooth functioning without unwanted jerks, high 
torque at very low speed (especially high start-up torque), and efficient functioning. 
Integrating the valve-controlled traction motor(s) into the multi-purpose hydraulic circuit 
of the machine and feeding them with a high-pressure line common to many actuators is 
an outdated approach. This solution is undesirable from an efficiency point of view since 
regenerative braking is not performed, and energy losses are present in the control valves. 
A dedicated hydraulic sub-system for the machine’s traction motor(s) is generally better. 
Decoupling the engine from the wheels is necessary to optimize the prime mover by 
operating it at its most efficient working point for a given power requirement. To this end, 
full mechanical transmissions were dismissed in favor of continuously variable 
transmissions. In this regard, a standard approach in off-road hydraulic applications is 
represented by hydrodynamic transmissions with a torque converter installed between 
the engine and the driven axle (Figure 23). The main reasons of this popularity lie in the 
reliable design (Rydberg, 1998). Nevertheless, the narrow range of speed with acceptable 
efficiency and the necessity of a multi-speed gearbox connected in series with the torque 
converter suggested the migration toward hydrostatic layouts. The most common 
hydrostatic concept makes use of a hydrostatic transmission (HST) in closed-circuit 
configuration (Figure 23). Hydrostatic breaking is allowed and the high stiffness of the 
system represents an important benefit for the user’s feel since it is closer to the one 
offered by mechanical gear trains. In this regard, Johansson and Ossyra (2010) illustrated 
that the user’s feel is an important parameter for the acceptance of generic drive trains, 
especially for on-road applications. 
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Figure 23. Hydrodynamic or hydrostatic transmissions for heavy vehicles. 
In order to fulfill different targets, several solutions based on hydrostatic transmissions 
exist and involve both diverse hydraulic architectures and various control structures. The 
following combinations are possible: variable-displacement primary unit and fixed-
displacement secondary unit (Manring and Luecke, 1998), both variable-displacement 
units (Rydberg, 1998), and multiple motors in parallel (Backas et al., 2011). The 
arrangement with a fixed-displacement primary unit and a variable-displacement 
secondary unit is commonly implemented to control the electric generator of wind 
turbines (Schmitz et al., 2011), which is inconvenient for traction purpose. Since HSTs are 
low damped systems, massive research has been conducted during the last few decades 
in order to increase the damping ratio. Lennevi et al. (1992) proposed a simple PID-
controller. Zhu and Lin (2003) suggested a fuzzy-PID-controller for both the hydrostatic 
transmission and the engine speed control. Furthermore, the attention of some 
researchers has been focused on other aspects related to HSTs. Ossyra (2004) developed 
a control concept that reduces the fuel consumption by using two real-time optimization 
loops, one for the hydraulics based on detailed loss models of the units and other for the 
prime mover constructed from engine efficiency characteristics. Lumkes and van Doorn 
(2008) investigated a dual-path front hydrostatic drive with special focus on the definition 
of a controller capable of maintaining the proper vehicle stability. The most relevant 







drive train. Adding a fixed gear ratio or a shiftable gearbox downstream from the 
hydraulic transmission is usually necessary. The same target of high torque/speed 
conversion range is met by an alternative technology without requiring power shift 
gearboxes, namely the multi-motor transmissions with a “zero-motor” that is capable of 
being disconnected (Figure 24). Controllability and efficiency studies of the multi-motor 
transmissions were conducted focusing on both controllability (Krauss and Ivantysynova, 
2003) and efficiency (Krauss and Ivantysynova, 2004). Then, two multi-motor designs 
were compared in a tele-handler to the baseline machine with a HST equipped with a 
two-speed gearbox. A reduction of at least 2.3 kW were calculated for the multi-motor 
transmissions, while confirming the high transmission ratio of the transmission 
(Kohmäscher, 2011). This means high torque/speed conversion range and high power can 
be obtained without using a gearbox as required in HSTs. However, if a shiftable gearbox 
is included, improved flexibility of the propulsion system is possible (Rydberg, 1998).  
 
Figure 24. Example of a multi-motor transmission with a disconnectable “zero-
motor”.  
Additionally, it is possible to combine the advantage of continuously variable 
transmissions with the high efficiency of mechanical transmissions. This is the case of 
power-split transmissions (Figure 25) where, in general, a planetary gear is combined 






Figure 25. Example of an input coupled power-split transmission. 
To increase the torque/speed conversion range, a gearbox can be used to create the dual 
stage input coupled transmission or the compound output coupled transmission. Power-
split transmissions represent the common approach to power agricultural tractors 
(Renius, 2005), and are a topic still investigated for other applications. For instance, 
Pettersson et al.  compared the energy efficiency of two concepts suited for a wheel 
loader, a multiple input coupled mode with a pure hydrostatic start mode and a multiple 
variable bridge mode with an output coupled start mode.  The higher efficiency of the 
more complex multiple variable bridge concept emerged (Pettersson et al., 2011). Wang 
and Stelson (2014) proposed a novel power-split pressure-controlled hydro-mechanical 
transmission grounded on a double-acting vane pump with a floating ring. It was applied 
to a fan motor showing that the input power of the system is lower than an HST, given 
the same output fan speed and torque. The same technology was proposed for a wheel 
loader demonstrating the feasibility via virtual simulations (Wang and Stelson, 2015). 
Nevertheless, it is still unclear the impact of some issues related with vane pumps on the 
overall system efficiency, especially the high volumetric losses and the relatively low 
maximum permissible pressure. 
Another solution refers to the concept of secondary controlled hydraulic motors (SCHMs) 






displacement of the hydraulic motor which is connected to a high-pressure line fed by a 
pressure controlled unit. More motors can be installed in parallel if desired (Figure 26).  
 
Figure 26. Example of a system with secondary controlled hydraulic motors. 
The SCHMs are not a popular solution to propulsion systems. For instance, Vael et al. 
(2000) discussed this approach for a container carrier. SCHMs’ have been investigated for 
specific applications, such as aircraft lift systems (Bierdemann and Geerling, 1998) and 
excavator swings (Pettersson, 2009), (Hippalgaonkar and Ivantysynova, 2013), (Busquets 
and Ivantysynova, 2015) . On the control side, several studies improved the performance 
of SCHMs by understanding the influence of some system parameters or by proposing 
diverse control concepts. Explicitly, Murrenhoff (1983) investigated classical linear control 
techniques. Haas (1988) focused on both speed and position control. Guo and Schwarz 
worked on bilinear modeling (1989) and on a non-linear speed controller (1989). 
Wieshaupt and Backé (1993) explored an adaptive control concept. Jen and Lee evaluated 
the effects of the accumulator volume on the performance, concluding that making the 
accumulator volume and the pre-charge gas pressure as high as possible decreases 
pressure fluctuations, improves system’s dynamics, and increases the energy recovery 
capabilities (Jen and Lee, 1993). Berg (1997), (1998) evaluated a robust position and speed 
control. Berg & Ivantysynova (1999) employed a robust linear controller while a robust 
multi-input multi-output control strategy with variable accumulator pressure was 








Implementing energy recovery during regenerative braking is possible and convenient for 
many off-road machines because of their high inertias and, occasional, high speeds. Due 
to the functioning of these applications, it is usually necessary to store a certain amount 
of the recovered energy, meaning that an energy storage device is necessary. The 
resulting hybrid propulsion systems are frequently associated with secondary controlled 
hydraulic motors, since this technology was conceived to work with hydraulic 
accumulators. Starting a few decades ago, much research has been conducted on hybrid 
architectures for on-road vehicles. Buchwald et al. (1979) evaluated a hydraulic system 
with hydro-pneumatic energy storage to supplement the conventional internal 
combustion engine in a city bus. More recently, Sprengel and Ivantysynova (2012) 
originated the blended hybrid that combines a hydrostatic transmission with a secondary 
controlled motor. Regarding construction machines, Kohmäscher and Murrenhoff (2007) 
considered secondary control for a forklift obtaining good energy savings compared to 
the original non-hybrid hydrostatic transmission. Liscouet et al. (2006) compared the 
energy consumption of a refuse truck powered by a power split transmission to a system 
with SCHMs, showing the convenience of the SCHMs. Generally, secondary control 
increases the flexibility of the machine because of the benefit of the presence of a 
constant high-pressure line. The high-pressure line can provide pressure to the 
displacement adjustment systems of hydraulic units, thus improving their dynamic 
response. The same high-pressure line can also power secondary auxiliary actuators 
without requiring a dedicated supply and it allows the primary unit to act as a starter of 
the combustion engine if it is frequently turned off (Hugosson, 1993). Lastly, other existing 
hybrid solutions are not part of the discussion due to their peculiarity, e.g. free piston 
engine combined with a secondary controlled motor. 
 
1.2.4 Working hydraulics for mobile machines 
Since many applications with various requirements benefit from being hydraulically 
driven, many concepts have been developed. The vast majority of the hydraulic systems 
make use of valve-controlled circuits. Among them, concepts like load-sensing, negative 
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flow control, and positive flow control are the most popular for, especially in excavators, 
tele-handlers, and lifters (Burget and Weber, 2012). The common denominator of all 
these architectures is the poor system efficiency mainly due to flow throttling and pure 
mechanical-hydraulic control (examples of overall efficiency below 30% are referenced in 
section 1.1.1). Therefore, a transition toward electro-hydraulic valve-controlled layouts 
has been proposed. In electronic load-sensing systems, pressure transducers sense the 
load-sensing pressure while the variable-displacement pump is electronically adjusted 
allowing a variable load-sensing margin. Electronic control can be extended to the 
metering valves. Energy saving and improved controllability can be achieved either by 
using this approach (Mettälä et al., 2007) or by implementing more sophisticated control 
strategies. Flow matching is one option (Latour, 2006), (Latour, 2007) but alternative 
algorithms were also investigated (Djurovic and Helduser, 2004). Promising results were 
found by Finzel and Helduser that measured a 13 % reduction in the energy consumption 
for a given cycle of a mobile machinery’s boom when compared to a hydro-mechanical 
system (Finzel and Helduser, 2008). Regarding the open-center architectures, 
improvements are represented by the electro positive flow control where the use of 
electro-hydraulic valves decreases pressure drops and by-pass flow rates. This approach 
enabled 11.6% energy saving compared with the original layout grounded on standard 
negative flow control in a 22 ton excavator (Cho et al., 2010). However, alternative 
solutions were already proposed and investigated, for instance, independent metering 
(Jansson and Palmberg, 1990). Improvements in terms of energy consumption were 
demonstrated even though energy losses at the metering edges still exist. Eriksson et al. 
(2006) applied this concept to a wheel loader finding energy savings of about 25% while 
Borghi et al. (2010) considered a tractor obtaining savings up to 17% versus the load-
sensing version. Commercial solutions were realized, Yuan and Lew (2005) modeled a 
commercialized twin-spool valve, and advanced control techniques were applied as 
adaptive control (Yao and Liu, 2002), LQ-technique with a state observer (Eriksson et al., 
2009), and gain scheduled PI-Lead controller (Hansen et al., 2011). Despite all these 
studies, this architecture is still unpopular between manufacturers. Furthermore, using 
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electro-hydrostatic actuation (EHA) metering losses are removed as well as long 
hydraulic lines since those actuators can be powered-by-wire (Helsley, 1977). Different 
concepts can be used to control a specific actuator (Frischemeier, 1997). The two basic 
principles make use of a fixed-displacement pump driven by a speed controlled, 
electronically commutated brushless DC motor or of an electrically-controlled servo-
pump driven by an uncontrolled AC induction motor. These systems have been 
introduced to large commercial aircrafts mainly for reasons of weight savings due to 
omission of long hydraulic lines. However, they are not a popular approach for generic 
hydraulic machine due to both the need of an electric power source and the high 
combined inertia of the electric motor and of the pump limits the dynamic response of 
the system. Another possibility refers to the hydraulic transformers grounded on a single 
unit with a rotating three port valve plate (Achten, 1997) or based on both variable and 
fixed-displacement units connected on a single shaft (Werndin and Palmberg, 2004). Even 
though high theoretical efficiency is a characteristic of this technology, the 
implementation in mobile systems is intricate making this approach uncommon.  
In conclusion, cases of poor overall efficiency are not isolated but rather commonly seen 
in many of today’s mobile machines involving state-of-the-art hydraulic systems. Recent 
solutions mitigate this main issue while introducing other limitations such as a low 
dynamic response or complex implementation. Therefore, an appealing technology that 
eradicates these drawbacks is represented by displacement-controlled actuation. An in-
depth review is proposed in the next section. 
 
1.2.5 Displacement-controlled actuation 
1.2.5.1 Basic displacement-controlled layouts  
Displacement-controlled actuation (DC) consists of controlling an actuator by adjusting 
the displacement of the dedicated servo-pump without the presence of metering valves 
between the two components. The research group at Purdue’s Maha Fluid Power 
Research Center has conducted much research on displacement-controlled actuation 
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since this four-quadrant operation technology has been proposed successfully for linear 
actuators with differential cylinders (Rahmfeld and Ivantysynova, 1998). Conversely, this 
control concept was already common for rotary actuators such as hydrostatic 
transmissions. The most relevant aspects that differentiate DC from valve-controlled 
layouts are the elimination of metering losses and the possibility of recovering energy in 
the case of aiding loads. The standard architecture proposed in literature of a closed-
circuit configuration is shown in Figure 27 (Rahmfeld and Ivantysynova, 1998).  
 
Figure 27. A displacement-controlled single-rod actuator in closed-circuit 
configuration. 
The relief valves (RVs) are introduced for safety reasons, since the electronic control of 
the servo-pump avoids over-pressurizations. To compensate for the differential flow of 
single-rod cylinders and remove problems related to the closed-circuit layout (e.g. 
reintegration of external leakages and control of the oil temperature), the pilot operated 
check valves (POCVs) connect the low-pressure side of the actuator (ACT) to the charge 
line. A low-pressure system (LP) is therefore required. A fixed-displacement charge pump 
(CP), a relief valve, and an optional low-pressure accumulator (ACC) characterize the usual 
arrangement of the LP system. This sub-system also serves the purpose of providing flow 
to the displacement adjustment system of the variable-displacement servo-pump. 
Alternative solutions were conceived to connect the charge line to the low-pressure side 
of the cylinder, for instance using a two-position three-way valve (Hewett, 1994) or flow 
control valves and a three-position three-way shuttle valve (Wang et al., 2012). However, 















standard DC applications. On the other hand, displacement-controlled actuation can be 
implemented in open-circuit four-quadrant operation architectures. Heybroek et al.  
(2006) proposed the layout depicted in Figure 28 that involves switching valves. 
 
Figure 28. A displacement-controlled linear actuator in open-circuit layout (Heybroek, 
2008).  
The motion of the actuator is still controlled by varying the displacement of the servo-
pump. The switching valves create the proper connections between servo-pump, 
actuator ports, and tank. Thus, an effective control algorithm is necessary. This is 
particularly important if the nature of the load modifies from resistant to overrunning, or 
vice versa, during a specific movement of the cylinder, e.g. such an event is commonplace 
in excavators. In general, the cylinder can be retracted at higher velocity without requiring 
excessive size of the servo-pump, i.e. the flow is dumped to tank. The unit is, however, 
more prone to cavitation if compared with the closed-circuit configuration.  
1.2.5.2 Multi-actuator displacement-controlled circuits 
Displacement-controlled technology can be extended to multi-actuator machines by 
placing several DC actuators in parallel. Various applications such as a wheel loader 
(Rahmfeld et al., 2004), a skid steer loader (Williamson et al., 2009), and a compact 
excavator (Zimmerman, 2012) were converted into DC in the past. Significant 
improvements in terms of operating costs were demonstrated without reducing 
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machine’s productivity. For instance, a 15% fuel efficiency improvement in the wheel 
loader, and a 50% energy efficiency improvement in a digging cycle for the excavator were 
measured and compared to the original valve-controlled systems. The approach based on 
the open-circuit configuration was implemented in a wheel-loader reporting 9% of fuel 
saving with respect to the reference load-sensing machine during a truck loading cycle 
(Haybroek et al., 2008). Consequently, reducing the engine rated power becomes viable 
allowing downsizing of the prime mover without compromising performance. Adding 
energy storage devices maximizes this reduction in every application, opening up the new 
path of hybrid hydraulic systems. For example, a 50% reduction of the rated engine power 
in a compact excavator was demonstrated (Zimmerman and Ivantysynova, 2011). 
Moreover, displacement-controlled actuation enables a reduction of cooling power 
helping to reduce the parasitic losses of the hydraulic systems. Zimmerman and 
Ivantysynova (2010) suggested that DC hydraulic systems could potentially be designed 
without including an oil cooler. In terms of controllability, it was proven that DC concepts 
guarantee sufficient bandwidth for controlling linear actuators of working machines, 
which results in a high controllability of the system (Rahmfeld et al., 2004). Some of the 
nonlinearities that make feedback control of hydraulic systems challenging are reduced 
or removed. The strong dependence of flow through metering valves with pressure is no 
more an issue. The motion of DC actuators is essentially load-independent, even though 
there is some pressure dependence due to volumetric losses of servo-pumps. Then, the 
actuators are decoupled by controlling each cylinder with dedicated variable-
displacement units. Furthermore, sharing the same servo-pump between different 
actuators by means of on/off valves is another interesting feature possible with the 
implementation of DC machines. If the machine’s function does not require simultaneous 
movements of some actuators, the number of installed servo-pumps can be reduced by 
sharing the same unit between more users or, alternatively, different servo-pumps can 
be combined to improve the performance of a specific actuator. Busquets and 
Ivantysynova (2014) presented an example of such control strategies applied to a real 
machine. The machine’s reliability improves since the system can be designed to work 
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using only the remaining units if one pump fails. Finally, it was experimentally 
demonstrated that DC actuation enables generic features, such as active vibration 
damping (Rahmfeld and Ivantysynova, 2003), (Williamson et al., 2009), machine power 
management (Williamson and Ivantysynova, 2010), and steer-by-wire (Daher and 
Ivantysynova, 2012). 
1.2.5.3 Servo-pumps suitable for displacement-controlled actuation 
Positive variable-displacement machines are the core of every displacement-controlled 
architecture. More precisely, volumetric machines for closed-circuit configuration, 
capable of operating over-center, and electro-hydraulically adjusted are essential to 
enable the desired functioning. Even though better efficiency characterizes bent-axis 
piston units when compared to swashplate axial piston machines, the latter are assumed 
as reference in the present investigation for several reasons. First, they are more common 
on the market, enabling a wider choice in terms of size. Second, they are easier to install 
on the machines since multiple through-shaft units can be arranged on the same shaft 
while bent-axis machines require a dedicated shaft.  
In swashplate type axial piston machines used for DC actuation, the unit’s displacement 
is controlled by the displacement adjustment system. This sub-system modifies the 




Figure 29. Cross-section of a servo-pump with its displacement adjustment 
system (Ossyra, 2004). 
 
In detail, a proportional directional control valve, usually fed by the low-pressure system, 
adjusts the position of the double acting hydraulic cylinder rigidly connected to the 
swashplate. The proportional valve is controlled by means of a linear motor that receives 
the command coming from the servo-pump’s controller, where the error between the 
desired displacement setting and the measured value is suitably manipulated. Grabbel 
and Ivantysynova (2001) investigated pressure feedback, acceleration feedback, and a 
compensation strategy derived from the pole-zero-map analysis to control the pump’s 
displacement. A robust controller design using the Ackermann parameter space method 
to face the variable load inertia and variable fluid temperature was considered (Grabbel, 
2002).  
Most servo-pumps potentially appropriate for displacement-controlled systems were 
originally designed for different applications, such as hydrostatic transmissions 
characterized by low dynamics. For this reason, modifications were already announced. 
Any improvement that increases the bandwidth of the displacement adjustment system 
will benefit the functionality of many DC actuators. Rose and Ivantysynova stated that a 
servo-pump that achieves ±10% displacement variation at 15-20 Hz is sufficient for 
standard requirements, such as controlling compact excavators effectively or damping 
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boom vibrations in skid steer loaders (Rose and Ivantysynova, 2011). These specifications 
should be considered as general guidelines since they should be adequate for other larger 
DC applications. Additionally, the same paper showed that the unit response at 
frequencies below about 5 Hz is determined by the flow capacity of the control valve while 
the response is more a function of the valve’s dynamics as the input frequency increases. 
This means that expensive servo-valves are more performing. However, cost affordable 
proportional valves will still meet frequency demands for standard applications.   
1.2.5.4 Efficiency of the servo-pumps 
Positive displacement machines play a major role in determining the overall system 
efficiency of displacement-controlled architectures. Figure 30 reports the variation of the 
overall efficiency for two diverse units as a function of both the displacement setting and 
the Δp across the unit. The points represent measured values while the lines describe the 
resulting polynomial fits. A fixed speed-setting representative of many applications, i.e. 
2000 rev/min, was chosen because this parameter has a minor impact on efficiency, at 
least if the shaft speed remains within conventional limits. The strong dependence of 
overall efficiency with the displacement setting is important to note. High values of the 
displacement setting are preferable since the overall efficiency remains close to 90% in a 
large pressure range. Variations of the displacement setting, ranging between 100% and 
about 60%, do not influence the behavior strongly. Vice versa, the efficiency is greatly 
affected if the displacement setting drops below 60%. In these efficiency plots, the flow 
rate required by the displacement adjustment system was not accounted as dictated by 
the existing standards for efficiency measurements of hydrostatic machines (ISO4409, 
2007). This flow rate could affect the energy consumption of the system if the adjustment 
system is not designed correctly, since several liters per minute could be required (Sinclair, 
2014). Moving toward the servo-pump selection, each unit behaves differently in terms 
of efficiency (Figure 30), affecting the system energy consumption greatly.  
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Figure 30. Overall efficiency of two state-of-the-art variable-displacement 
swashplate axial piston units (Williamson and Ivantysynova, 2007). 
Williamson and Ivantysynova (2007) documented a difference up to 20% in the energy 
consumed by a wheel loader during a reference cycle, even though the peak unit 
efficiencies for the considered loss models only change by 5%. Therefore, efficiency 
improvements, especially at low displacement settings, benefit DC systems. Several 
studies were already conducted. Ivantysynova and Baker (2009) investigated a new 
design with a waved surface for the valve plate of an axial piston pump allowing efficiency 
improvements at partial displacement. Murrenhoff et al. (2010) studied various coating 
materials and surface textures. Lumkes et al. proposed more drastic modifications as 
replacing the valve plate of axial-piston units with high speed on/off valves (Lumkes et al., 
2009), (Merrill and Lumkes, 2010).  
 
1.2.6 The combustion engine in hydraulic machines 
After focusing the attention on the hydraulics, addressing the impact of the prime mover 




Figure 31. Example of a diesel engine’s efficiency map (Vukovic et al., 2013). 
Decoupling the combustion engine and the hydraulics represents an essential step when 
moving towards systems that are more efficient. Improving the hydraulic sub-system 
alone does not necessarily mean that the combustion engine operates in sweet spot. In 
fact, non-optimal operating conditions are commonplace in the majority of state-of-the-
art machines. Constant engine speed set-points are often chosen in the neighborhood of 
the speed nPowMax, where maximum output power is available in order to rapidly access 
full engine power. As shown in Figure 31, the speed nPowMax is considerably higher than 
the most convenient speed in terms of efficiency, i.e. nopt. Additionally, due to the 
fluctuations of the consumed power, the CE working points move back and forth between 
full load and part load where engine efficiency is even worse. Consequently, removing 
these power fluctuations and/or forcing the engine to operate in more efficient regions 
reduce the fuel consumption, making use of both hybridization and power management 
fulfills this target. 
 
1.2.6.1 Power management in off-road hydraulic applications 
According to the literature, power management refers to control algorithms that allow 
the operating points of the engine and other components to be optimized. Relevant 
efforts have been devoted to the management of vehicle drivetrains based on mechanical, 
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hydrostatic, and power-split drives. Among various publications, Liu and Paden reported 
a survey about control strategies in continuously variable mechanical transmissions (Liu 
and Paden, 1997). Huhtala et al. compared different control algorithms for hydrostatic 
transmissions (Huhtala et al., 2001). Savaresi et al. investigated a power-split drivetrain 
for agricultural tractors (Savaresi et al., 2003). On the contrary, less focus has been 
dedicated to power management for machines in which the working hydraulics 
represents the primary energy consumer. Beginning from the layouts without energy 
storage devices, Montgomery et al. proposed a dynamic engine power demand estimated 
to meet steady-state load demands for a valve-controlled circuit using minimal engine 
power (Montgomery and Alleyne, 2006). Williamson and Ivantysynova presented a power 
optimization law for a displacement-controlled excavator, which minimizes fuel 
consumption. A reduction of 17% was achieved for a typical digging cycle compared to 
the displacement-controlled system without power optimization (Williamson and 
Ivantysynova, 2010). Regarding hybrid architectures, much research has been focused on 
on-road hybrid vehicles. Kumar evaluated an instantaneous optimization method for 
hybrid output-coupled power-split transmissions (Kumar, 2010). Hippalgaonkar et al. 
compared two different rule based power management strategies for a series-parallel 
hybrid displacement-controlled excavator, reporting 20% fuel savings over the non-hybrid 
DC excavator (Hippalgaonkar et al., 2011). An analysis of optimal control results for the 
same application was also addressed (Hippalgaonkar et al., 2012). Finally, a supervisory 
control for minimizing the energy consumption and improving the performance of 
displacement-controlled hybrid machines was investigated (Busquets and Ivantysynova, 
2016). 
1.2.6.2 Hybridization of mobile hydraulic applications 
Hybrid systems contain at least another energy source that could be electric, hydraulic, 
or mechanical in addition to the combustion engine. When selecting the typology of the 
secondary energy source, power density and energy density are key aspects. In this regard, 
electrical storage devices have relatively low power density even though the energy 
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density is high. Higher power density characterizes hydraulic storage devices that are not 
affected by the cyclical charging and discharging. Their nature removes the necessity of 
transforming hydraulic energy, into electric energy and vice versa, and allows for a better 
integration within hydraulic systems that are characterized by the need of 
storing/releasing significant amounts of energy in short time. In general, hybrid 
architectures are a powerful approach that goes beyond the simple storage of the 
recovered energy, e.g. during regenerative braking. They enable a fundamental aspect for 
next-generation machines such as burning less fuel with no sacrifice to productivity or 
performance. More specifically, both relevant downsizing of the prime mover and 
additional flexibility to reduce pollutant emissions via power management are possible. 
Intensive research has been conducted in the past. Special focus has been given to 
excavators due to their popularity evaluating systems with both electric storage devices 
(Kagoshima et al., 2007) and hydraulic accumulators (Wendel, 2002). Other machines 
have been involved such as forward loaders (Virvalo and and Sun, 2007), reach trucks 
(Juhala et al., 2009), reach stackers (Sprengel and Ivantysynova, 2012), and wheel loaders 
(Wang et al., 2013 ). The results confirm intense reductions of the engine rated power as 
well as dramatic savings in the energy consumption. Zimmermann and Ivantysynova 
(2011) demonstrated using a digging cycle of a compact excavator that the rated engine 
power could be reduced by 50% from the nominal system without scarifying the 
performance. With respect to the non-hybrid baseline machines, savings up to 60% for 
an electric-hybrid excavator (Kagoshima et al., 2007) or up to 73% for a displacement-
controlled full-hydraulic reach stacker (Sprengel and Ivantysynova, 2012) were estimated.  
 
1.3 Structure of the dissertation 
After introducing the topic under investigation and reviewing the state-of-the-art, the last 
portion of this chapter aims at clarifying the objectives of the dissertation pointing out 
the proposed approach. 
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1.3.1 Goal of the research 
Considering the need for improvements for railway construction and maintenance 
machines emerged during the preliminary analysis, the following question arose.  
How can hydraulic systems of railway multi-actuator machinery be transformed to 21st 
century, i.e. machines that are highly efficient, productive, reliable, and cost affordable? 
The goal of the dissertation is to answer this question by proposing hydraulic 
architectures and control strategies that comply with the requirements listed above. 
 
1.3.2 The proposed approach 
In response to the poor overall efficiency of today’s machines involving state-of-the-art 
hydraulic systems, to the new stringent standard emission regulations, and to the 
unpleasant behavior while performing some specific operations, it is fundamental to: 
 Improve the hydraulic system efficiency, 
 Smooth the power required to the combustion engine and downsize the rated 
power, 
 Optimize the functioning.  
Extending displacement-controlled actuation to railway construction and maintenance 
machines achieves these tasks. This technology represents a novel approach in this field 
since no engineering solutions dedicated to railway applications have been proposed 
formerly. To that end, one portion of the dissertation focuses on displacement-controlled 
propulsion systems capable of dealing with the very low adhesion available at the 
rail/wheel interface. Removing the energy losses generated by fluid throttling typical of 
valve-controlled systems, implementing regenerative braking, and eliminating the 
machine’s overshoot on the stopping position are key aspects. Providing alternatives that 
enable significant downsizing of the prime mover by means of hybrid systems is also 
essential. Due to both the unavailability of a railway line and the difficult implementation 
of railway vehicles, extensive use of high-fidelity virtual simulation was proposed. 
Furthermore, railway machines perform particular operations such as tamping and 
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squeezing the ballast or clamping the rails. Adapting displacement-controlled actuation 
to these operations is another target of the dissertation. Special emphasis is devoted to a 
novel displacement-controlled actuator that tamps and squeezes the ballast 
demonstrating the achievable performance based on experiments utilizing a dedicated 
test-bed. 
 
1.3.3 Organization of the dissertation 
Chapter 1 puts the requirements for railway machines into context, reviews the state-of-
the-art, and announces the objectives of the dissertation. Chapter 2 describes the novel 
displacement-controlled architectures specifically proposed for railway machines and 
discusses some possible sizing procedures. Chapter 3 illustrates the dynamic models used 
to simulate displacement-controlled circuits detailing a high-fidelity approach used to 
model the rail/wheel interface. Chapter 4 focuses on the virtual simulation of the 
proposed propulsion systems: it introduces the proposed control strategies, presents the 
most significant results, and analyzes some relevant trends. Chapter 5 refers to a novel 
solution proposed for the tamping/squeezing of the ballast, i.e. the dual-function 
displacement-controlled squeeze cylinders. The control strategy, the implementation of 
the controller, the definition of a dedicated test-bed, and the experimental validation of 















CHAPTER 2. NOVEL DISPLACEMENT-CONTROLLED ARCHITECTURES 
This chapter proposes several novel displacement-controlled hydraulic architectures 
suitable for railway construction and maintenance machines.  
The case of a tamper-liner is addressed. Before moving on, it is essential to identify which 
types of actuators used in the reference application take advantages from being 
converted into displacement-controlled actuators. Table 2.1 presents a synthesis of this 
analysis. Therefore, some predominant actuators of the tamper-liner are converted from 
a valve-controlled to displacement-controlled architecture: 
 The traction motors are used during an important portion of the working cycles 
and represent an appealing opportunity to implement energy recovery during 
regenerative braking, option not implemented in the original machine.  
 The two work-head cylinders are active during the entire working cycle requiring 
independent position control and relevant flow rates.  
 The hook-clamp cylinders are used frequently and require significant flow rates 
in order to perform fast movements. 
 Both the squeeze cylinders and the vibrating motors are frequently used. 
Integrating their operations, i.e. squeezing and vibrating the ballast, into a unique 






Table 2.1 Synthesis of the actuators suitable for a conversion into DC actuation. 
  















Traction Motors YES Used frequently, energy recovery 
Work-head YES Used frequently, relevant flow rates 
Squeeze YES Used frequently, relevant flow rates 
Vibrating motor YES Used frequently, relevant flow rates 
Hook-clamp YES Used frequently, relevant flow rates 
Jack NO Used frequently, small movements 
Liner NO Used frequently, small movements 













Slew NO Used rarely, manually set 
Fan NO Specific requirements 
Traverse motors NO Used rarely 
Suspensions NO Not fed by a pump 




2.1 Efficient propulsion systems for railway machinery 
Four efficient architectures specifically designed for propulsion systems of railway 
machinery are proposed within this section. Two of them are hybrid. 
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2.1.1 Design constraints for propulsion systems of railway machines 
2.1.1.1 The control problem 
The plot shown in Figure 32 illustrates the variation of the adhesion coefficient available 
at the rail/wheel interface as function of the slip/spin1 of the wheel. Parameters for dry 
and wet conditions published by Polach (2005) are used to obtain both trends. The 
adhesion available at the wheel/rail interface is limited and using it properly is of critical 
importance. Since the adhesion force is given by the adhesion coefficient times the 
vertical load as detailed in Eq. (31), driving all the axles of the machine seems convenient.  
 
Figure 32 Variation of the adhesion coefficient versus wheel’s slip/spin. 
Moreover, it is significant to recall that undesirable wear is related to slip (Bolton and 
Clayton, 1984) thus modest slip values are requested to minimize the wear of the rolling 
components. Providing a unique value for the desired slip coefficient is not accurate as 
different materials influence the acceptable region of operation. Lewis and Dwyer-Joyce 
(2004) characterize “severe” wear regimes for a particular railway wheel steel as slips 
ranging from 0.05% up to 0.15%. More in general, the very first portion of the adhesion 
curve is the admissible working region, i.e. slip coefficients below 0.2% during steady-
state operations are normally considered appropriate. The machine’s mass distribution 
                                                     
1 Even though some authors make a distinction between wheel’s slip and wheel’s spin in 
order to differentiate machine’s acceleration from machine’s deceleration, only the term 
slip will be used in the sequel. 







































plays a relevant role in the correct functioning of the propulsion system. If the same 
behavior were imposed to two axles where different vertical loads are acting, then the 
working point of the less loaded axle would migrate toward higher slip in order to match 
the requested adhesion force. Consequently, it is necessary to differentiate the 
driving/braking torques of the two axles in order to maintain the maximum wheel slip 
within acceptable limits.   
2.1.1.2 Performance requirements 
Railway machinery generally require propulsion systems capable of operating in both 
working and   traveling configuration. Tamper-liners operate for most of the time in 
working mode performing automated cycles characterized by very low speed, below 6 
km/h. More details about typical working cycles are presented in Appendix A. Conversely, 
the traveling configuration is less frequently used. It is adopted to move the machine from 
one location to another and requires a maximum velocity of about 50 km/h. In order to 
meet the desired vehicle dynamics during standard cycles, a maximum output torque of 
about 10 kNm per each vehicle axle is required. This value implies the introduction of 
mechanical transmissions between the hydraulic motors and the wheels. In fact, if a gear 
ratio were not introduced, the maximum motor displacement necessary to match the 
requested torque at the wheels would become higher than 1500 cm3/rev, assuming 
system pressure up to 420 bar (i.e. the common upper limit for many of these units). This 
would make impossible the usage of variable-displacement units because neither 
variable-displacement swashplate axial piston machines nor variable-displacement bent-
axis piston units are available on the market in this size range. Therefore, mounting 
mechanical transmissions introduces a total gear ratio sufficient to install smaller 
variable-displacement hydraulic motors. A possible arrangement with a two-stage 
gearbox (GB) and a bevel gear (BG) is illustrated in Figure 33. Friction brakes are installed 
on the machine to maintain the stopping position and for emergency braking. Since it is 
sometimes necessary to include a “neutral configuration” for towing (e.g. in case of 
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engine failure), suitable gearboxes with a neutral mode, hydraulic clutches, or by-pass 
valves to shortcut the traction motors can be considered. 
 
Figure 33. Example of a suitable mechanical transmission for one axle. 
The repetitive functioning and the order of magnitude of the parameters described above 
are consistent for many railway applications. As results, the outcomes presented in the 
sequel can be generalized and extended to other machines without losing validity. 
 
2.1.2 Non-hybrid architecture with independent hydrostatic transmissions 
2.1.2.1 The hydraulic layout 
The first hydraulic architecture addressed in this dissertation was proposed by Padovani 
and Ivantysynova (2014) specifically for railway vehicles. It is grounded on two 
independent hydrostatic transmissions arranged in closed-circuit configuration where 
every transmission drives one axle of the machine (Figure 34). Each hydrostatic 
transmission consists of an over-center variable-displacement pump (VP), which is driven 
by the combustion engine (CE) and supplies the variable-displacement traction motor 
(VM). The hydraulic motor is connected to the wheels through a mechanical transmission 
(GB). The closed-circuit structure requires further components such as check valves (CVs), 
relief valves (RVs), and a flushing valve (FLV). A merit of hydrostatic transmissions is that 
regenerative braking is realized automatically through switching of the high-pressure line 









Figure 34. Detailed schematic of the two hydrostatic transmissions. 
2.1.2.2 Static sizing of the hydrostatic transmissions 
The static sizing is intended as a preliminary method to define the size of the main 
components, i.e. the maximum displacement of the hydraulic units and the ratio of the 
mechanical transmissions. This procedure can be used as a general guideline but 
confirmation and/or optimization of the resulting parameters via virtual simulation are 
recommended. In the past, many designers already faced the sizing of hydrostatic 
transmissions developing different approaches. Following the steps listed in Figure 35 
allows coming up with a system capable of meeting the requested machine’s 
performance any time. The input data are the maximum axle torque, the maximum 
vehicle velocity, and the reference engine speed. Starting from the requested maximum 
axle torque (step 1), the total ratio of the mechanical transmission in 1st gear is assigned 
(step 2). A check on the maximum motor speed is performed in order to verify if this value 



















gear ratio, the maximum torque requested to the motor is computed (step 4) and, 
introducing the chosen maximum system pressure, the ratio between the maximum 
motor torque and the maximum motor pressure is computed (step 5). This parameter is 
entered in the catalogues of the suitable hydraulic motors allowing the selection (step 6). 
  
Figure 35. Synthesis of the sizing process for the HSTs. 
The maximum flow rate required to the primary unit and the resulting unit displacement 
are computed for the working configuration, i.e. using the 1st gear (step 7). Regarding the 
traveling configuration (i.e. the 2nd gear is used), a check on the maximum motor speed is 
performed (step 8). Then, the maximum requested flow for the traveling configuration 
and the primary unit displacement are computed (step 9). Utilizing the most demanding 
output between step 7 and step 9, the final displacement of the pump is chosen (step 10). 
In addition, a check on the maximum Δp across the units is made for the critical condition, 
i.e. maximum velocity in traveling configuration. This process results in primary units of 
42 cm3/rev, traction motors of 55 cm3/rev, maximum system’s pressure of 350 bar, and 
axle gear ratio of 42 for the reference machine. 
 
2.1.3 Non-hybrid architecture with secondary controlled hydraulic motors 
2.1.3.1 The reference hydraulic layout 
The closed-circuit hydraulic propulsion system shown in Figure 36 consists of a variable-
displacement primary unit (VP) driven by the combustion engine that supplies two 
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variable-displacement traction motors (VMs) connected to the machine’s axles through 
gearboxes.  
  
Figure 36. Schematic of the SCHMs in closed-circuit configuration. 
All these units are over-center type. An accumulator (ACCHP) is connected to the high-
pressure line while a relief valve (RV) and a check valve (CV) are installed for safety 
reasons (these valve are generally integrated in the casing of the units). The purpose of 
the high-pressure accumulator in secondary controlled circuits can be: 
1) For energy storage, 
2) To increase the hydraulic capacitance of the system helping the system’s control.  
The second case is true for this architecture. Since all the recovered energy is 
instantaneously used by other active actuators of the machine, there is no need to store 
it. Then, due to the closed-circuit configuration, a low-pressure system (LP) is required. 
Installing a low-pressure accumulator in the charge line is recommended to deal properly 
with the relevant flow rates sucked by the secondary units during regenerative operations. 
The low-pressure accumulator helps also in minimizing the parasitic losses of the entire 
LP system. Otherwise, a charge pump with bigger size would be necessary. This LP system 
also serves the purpose of providing flow to the displacement adjustment systems of the 
variable-displacement units (the high-pressure line could perform the same task, at least 
for the secondary units). Finally, two-position on/off electrical commanded valves (OOVs) 











avoiding unnecessary leakages. Different arrangements are possible, like a unique valve 
to cut off the accumulator or three valves as visible in the schematic below. 
2.1.3.2 The alternative hydraulic layout 
The architecture grounded on SCHMs accepts also an open-circuit layout (Figure 37). The 
low-pressure sides of the units are connected directly to tank while everything else 
remains as in the closed-circuit configuration presented beforehand. 
 
Figure 37. Schematic of the SCHMs in open-circuit configuration.  
Comparing the two alternatives with SCHMs and assuming all parameters being equal (i.e. 
maximum system’s pressure and unit sizes), the motors of the open-circuit arrangement 
deliver higher torques while their impact on the charge line is minimum. In fact, the low-
pressure system is only used to feed the displacement adjustment systems of the units. 
Nevertheless, this open-circuit alternative is not advisable for large railway machines due 
to issues related with cavitation in the low-pressure sides of the traction motors since 
they are located several meters away from the tank.  
2.1.3.3 Static sizing of the secondary controlled hydraulic motors 
The sizing process of the secondary controlled units is similar to the one described for the 
HSTs (Figure 35) except for the following aspects. The maximum pressure used in the 
sizing process (i.e. the reference high-pressure) should be lower than the maximum 
pressure admitted by the components. In fact, the reference high-pressure deeply affects 











sizing procedure for the primary unit must account that this unit delivers flow to both 
traction motors. This process results in a primary unit of 85 cm3/rev, traction motors of 
75 cm3/rev, maximum system pressure of 210 bar, and axle gear ratio of 52 for the 
reference machine. 
 
2.1.4 Hybrid displacement-controlled propulsion systems 
Two hybrid architectures suitable for railway applications are addressed within this 
dissertation: 
1) A parallel hybrid layout, 
2) A series-parallel hybrid layout. 
2.1.4.1 The power requirements of the baseline machine  
Considering the total power consumed during the reference working cycle by the baseline 
machine (solid line in Figure 38), relevant fluctuations are visible ranging from about 65 
kW up to 170 kW. Since the combustion engine of non-hybrid machines needs to be sized 
according to the peak power consumption, the rated engine power of at least 170.8 kW 
is greatly oversized for the rest of the cycle resulting in an inefficient use of the engine. 
 
Figure 38. Power consumed by the baseline machine during one working cycle. 
Making use of a hydraulic hybrid propulsion system, significant engine downswing is 
possible. A reduced rated power suffices all power requirements since extra-power is 
added by another source, namely a hydraulic accumulator. In detail, the average 
consumed power of the cycle is used as target to size the new combustion engine. The 
grey shaded area below the dashed line represents the energy provided by the CE that is 



















utilized to charge the accumulator while the green shaded area denotes the energy 
provided by the accumulator to assist the CE. Nevertheless, a rated engine power slightly 
higher than the average consumed power is essential to compensate for system’s losses. 
Starting from the measured average power of 98.2 kW, the downsized engine has been 
set to 111.8 kW, i.e. 150 hp. In other words, the reference scenario without any energy 
storage device requires a prime mover with a rated power of at least 170.8 kW (maximum 
power instantaneously consumed during the cycle) while the hybrid solution sets the goal 
of guaranteeing the same machine’s performance using an engine of 111.8 kW, i.e. about 
35% less nominal power. In addition to the relevant advantage of engine downsizing, 
hybrid solutions also benefit those systems in which the energy recovered is higher than 
the energy instantaneously consumed because any surplus can be stored. Moreover, the 
high-pressure line where the accumulator is connected adds flexibility to the system 
performing different tasks. This line could feed the displacement adjustment systems of 
some units or could power multiple actuators without requiring any additional pump. 
2.1.4.2 The parallel hybrid architecture 
In a parallel hybrid layout, the power available at the common engine shaft comes from 
both the combustion engine and the energy storage system in parallel. This alternative is 
intended as a solution to hybridize the machines that use the propulsion system involving 
independent HSTs. Details of this architecture are provided in Figure 39.  
 
Figure 39. Simplified schematic of the parallel hybrid hydraulic architecture. 
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An additional servo-pump, i.e. the “hybrid unit”2, is installed on the machine in parallel to 
the other sub-systems namely the propulsion system, the charge pump, and the units 
dedicated to the working hydraulics. An optional on/off valve is included to isolate the 
accumulator when necessary while the relief valve and a check valve, usually integrated 
in the casing of the hybrid unit, are included for safety reasons. This concept was already 
proposed in the past for different displacement-controlled machines such as a compact 
excavator (Zimmerman and Ivantysynova, 2011) and a reach stacker (Sprengel and 
Ivantysynova, 2012). Since this sub-system can be included in every existing circuit 
without requiring relevant modifications, it is characterized by relevant flexibility. 
Nevertheless, several energy conversions take place introducing unpleasant dissipations. 
For instance, the mechanical energy outputted by the combustion engine is first 
converted into hydraulic energy by the hybrid unit and then stored in the accumulator. 
The opposite transformation is necessary to transfer energy back to the common shaft 
materializing additional losses. Despite this drawback, this solution was investigated in 
the context of railway applications since it allows the implementation of the proposed 
hybrid propulsion system grounded on independent hydrostatic transmissions. 
2.1.4.3 The series-parallel hybrid architecture 
The series-parallel hybrid concept makes use of secondary controlled hydraulic motors 
(Figure 40). This is the same architecture discussed in Section 2.1.3.1. Clearly, the purpose 
of the high-pressure accumulator becomes storing energy. A specific system’s sizing as 
well as a dedicated control strategy for the hybrid unit are therefore required. When the 
traction motors are active, the system operates as a series hybrid, i.e. the power flows 
from the engine to both the accumulator and the traction motors and vice versa. 
Additionally, the hybrid propulsion system operates in parallel with the working 
hydraulics and the auxiliary functions since they can receive power coming from both the 
                                                     
2 In the sequel, the expression “hybrid unit” identifies the unit connected to the engine 
shaft and dedicated to the hybrid sub-system. 
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CE and the accumulator. The same concept was proposed in the past for a compact DC 
excavator using the servo-pump dedicated to the swing motor as the hybrid unit 
(Zimmerman and Ivantysynova, 2011).  
 
Figure 40. Simplified schematic of the series-parallel hybrid propulsion system. 
As a note, an open-circuit structure as the one depicted in Figure 37 is still acceptable 
even though inopportune for large railway machines as motivated beforehand. 
2.1.4.4 Sizing of the hybrid sub-system 
After choosing the rated power of the downsized engine, sizing the hybrid unit and the 
hydraulic accumulator represents the next step of the process. An exhaustive description 
of a possible sizing process was presented by Zimmermann (2012) and is discussed below. 
Figure 41 shows the power required to the hybrid unit during the cycle, i.e. the difference 
between the total consumed power and the rated engine power. A distinction between 
pumping and motoring mode is done. The first scenario takes place when the hybrid unit 
delivers flow to the high-pressure line using power from the engine. The motoring mode 
happens when the direction of the flow is reversed, transferring power back to the engine 
shaft.  
 





























The hybrid unit should be sized to provide the highest power in magnitude (PMax,Hyb) of 
the trend depicted in Figure 41. Since the high-pressure fluctuates during operations, the 
displacement of the hybrid unit required to meet this power should be precautionary 
computed at the lowest allowable accumulator pressure via Eq. (1). The engine speed 
where maximum power is outputted, the pressure difference across the hybrid unit 
(ΔpHyb), and the assumed unit’s efficiency (ηHyb) are used. Since the most demanding 















Considering the accumulator, it should be able to store all the energy outputted by the 
CE that is not instantaneously consumed by the machine, i.e. the energy represented by 
the green area in Figure 38. Equation (2) defines the accumulator nominal volume (V0) as 
function of the amount of stored energy (EStored), the maximum accumulator pressure 
(pMax,Acc), the minimum accumulator pressure(pMin,Acc), and the polytrophic index (γ). As a 




























The results of this sizing procedure are listed in Table B.4 and Table B.5 included in 
Appendix B. In the parallel hybrid layout, i.e. the one involving independent HSTs, the 
minimum pressure of the hybrid sub-system is determined only by the machine power 
requirements. Conversely, setting the minimum accumulator pressure in the series-
parallel hybrid needs to account both the machine power requirements and the torque 
requirements for the traction motors.  
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2.2 Working hydraulics for next-generation railway machines 
Displacement-controlled actuators are proposed to drive three different sub-systems of 
next-generation tamping-liners, namely the dual function squeeze cylinders, the work-
head cylinders, and the hook-clamps actuators. 
 
2.2.1 Dual function displacement-controlled squeeze cylinders  
This novel actuation principle introduced and studied for the first time within this thesis 
aims at implementing a solution that combines two functions into a unique actuator, 
namely squeezing the ballast and vibrating the tamping tools. The simplified schematic of 
the proposed hydraulic sub-system is shown in Figure 42 (the relief valves are omitted). 
Four displacement-controlled double-rod squeeze cylinders in closed-circuit 
configuration are used, i.e. one cylinder per each tamping case of the machine. Double-
rod linear actuators are used since such components do not require any pilot operated 
check valve, i.e. there are no differential volumes. This aspect benefits the dynamic 
response of the system since simple check valves can be introduced.  
 
Figure 42. Proposed layout for DC dual function squeeze actuators. 
Even though four variable-displacement pumps that complicate the installation are used, 
such a solution brings many advantages. First, the vibration of the tamping tools becomes 
adjustable in terms of both frequency and amplitude. Precise control of the squeeze-
in/squeeze-out velocities is possible as well as of the maximum squeezing force. The 
reliability of the sub-system can be improved due to the omission of the mechanical 
devices used to convert the rotational motion of the vibrating motors into the torsional 
vibration of the tamping tools. This means the four vibrating motors and the four 
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dedicated gear pumps used in the current machine are eliminated. Compared to the dual 
squeeze function grounded on a valve-controlled layout (Lichtberger, 2014), the DC dual 
function squeeze actuator is more efficient, i.e. the throttle-less actuation eliminates the 
losses generated by the control valves. The solutions are competitive in terms of initial 
cost, i.e. the DC solution needs low-flow proportional valves in order to adjust the pump’s 
displacement while the valve-controlled architecture requires high-cost performant 
directional control valves characterized by relevant size. 
2.2.1.1 Arrangement of the squeeze servo-pumps on the machine 
Due to the significant dimensions of tamper-liners, the standard approach of locating the 
servo-pumps close to the combustion engine, i.e. on the machine’s front-end, requires 
hydraulic lines between the units and the squeeze actuators about 10 meters long. The 
resulting hydraulic capacitances could represent an issue in achieving precise high-
frequency vibration of the tamping tools. Therefore, alternative arrangements of the 
squeeze pumps are proposed in order to reduce the length of the lines as much as 
possible and, therefore, to minimize the hydraulic capacitances. Keeping in mind that the 
tamping heads are permanently moved, a potential approach makes use of electric 
motors used to power the squeeze servo-pumps that are directly located on the tamping 
heads (Figure 43). The line lengths become extremely short resulting in a stiff system that 
benefits the dynamic behavior. On the other hand, some complications arise. The initial 
cost of the machinery is increased: at least two electric motors are needed, one per each 
side of the machine, as well as a powerful alternator. Then, this solution is not convenient 
from the energetic point of view since the mechanical energy outputted by the 
combustion engine is respectively converted into electricity by the alternator, mechanical 




Figure 43. Arrangement of the squeeze servo-pumps on the tamping heads. 
The recommended alternative system layout relies on a simple open-circuit hydrostatic 
transmission to drive the servo-pumps for the dual function squeeze actuators (Figure 44).  
 
Figure 44. Arrangement of the squeeze servo-pumps on the main frame.  
Consequently, the squeeze units are installed on the main frame of the machine very 
close to the tamping heads. The resulting short lines, approximatively shorter than three 
meters, reduce the hydraulic capacitances to an acceptable value. The primary unit of the 
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hydrostatic transmission (unit 1) is connected to the combustion engine shaft on the 
machine’s front-end that represents its natural location. Since the squeeze servo-pumps 
need to run at constant speed, the hydrostatic transmission can be sized to operate under 
optimal conditions guaranteeing high efficiency. Fixed-displacement units, e.g. bent-axis 
type, suffice this requirement. 
 
2.2.2 Displacement-controlled work-head cylinders 
The two work-head actuators are active during the entire working cycle and may require 
different positioning. For this reason, two dedicated displacement-controlled sub-
systems in closed-circuit configuration are proposed. Due to the presence of single-rod 
cylinders (WH L and WH R), pilot operated check valves connected to the low-pressure 
line (LP) are used as depicted in Figure 45.  
 
Figure 45. Proposed DC architecture for the work-head actuators. 
 
2.2.3 Displacement-controlled clamping function 
A solution grounded on displacement-controlled actuation is proposed to power the 
hook-clamp cylinders. Two mechanically independent actuators are controlled by 
adjusting the displacement of the unique dedicated servo-pump (Figure 46). Four on/off 







pump’s ports in order to perform independent motion of the actuators. The on/off valves 
are energized/de-energized according to the following logic. During the extension of the 
actuator, the motion takes place until a position switch detects that the hook is 
sufficiently extended, i.e. there is enough room between the hook and the rail to prevent 
contact. Throughout the actuator’s retraction, the connection between the pump delivery 
and the rod chamber is maintained until the pressure reaches the predefined value, 
usually 70 bar. Due to the closed-circuit configuration, POCVs are used to compensate the 
differential volumes of the single rod cylinders. 
 
Figure 46. Proposed DC solution for the hook-clamp actuators. 
 
2.3 Design of a complete next-generation railway machine 
 
2.3.1 The next-generation hydraulic circuits 
This section presents two complete alternative system architectures for next-generation 
tamping-liners. A non-hybrid solution that is more likely to be accepted among machine’s 
manufacturers and a hybrid design capable of maximizing the downsizing of the 
combustion engine. The main difference between the two solutions lies in the propulsion 
system, i.e. non-hybrid independent hydrostatic transmissions versus hybrid secondary 
controlled motors. The linear actuators converted into displacement-controlled actuation 
are the work-head cylinders, the dual function squeeze cylinders, and the hook-clamp 
cylinders. Going beyond the energy efficiency of such innovative displacement-controlled 














baseline machine. Specifically, the dual function squeeze cylinders allow adjustable 
vibrations of the tamping tools with enhanced reliability. Both DC propulsion systems 
prevent overshooting the desired stopping position increasing the machine’s productivity. 
Lastly, particular operations such as activating only the actuators on one side of the 
machine or selecting the traveling configuration in case of engine failure are still possible.  
2.3.1.1 The complete non-hybrid hydraulic circuit 
The new non-hybrid system shown in Figure 47 requires nine variable-displacement 
servo-pumps, one pressure-compensated variable-displacement pump, and four fixed-
displacement pumps. 
 
Figure 47. Simplified schematic of the complete non-hybrid hydraulic circuit. 
The units are used as follows: 
 One pressure-compensated variable-displacement pump for the non-DC users (#1) 
 One fixed-displacement charge pump (#2) 
 Nine over-center variable-displacement servo-pumps suitable for closed-circuit 
configuration, i.e. one unit for the hook-clamp cylinders (#3), two units for the 
work-head cylinders (#4 and #5), two units for the propulsion system (#6 and #7), 
















 One fixed-displacement unit for the hydrostatic transmission that drives the 
squeeze servo-pumps (#12) 
 One fixed-displacement pump for the fan and one fixed-displacement emergency 
pump (not shown in the schematic). 
2.3.1.2 The complete hybrid hydraulic circuit 
The hybrid machine has less components if compared to the non-hybrid solution (Figure 
48). 
 
Figure 48. Simplified schematic of the complete hybrid hydraulic circuit. 
The propulsion system requires only one servo-pump, i.e. the hybrid unit, while the non-
DC actuators are fed by the high-pressure of the propulsion system. In detail, eight 
variable displacement servo-pumps and four fixed-displacement pumps are proposed: 
 One fixed-displacement charge pump (#1) 
 Eight over-center variable-displacement servo-pumps for closed-circuit 
configuration, i.e. one for the hook-clamp cylinders (#2), two for the work-head 
cylinders (#3 and #4), one for the propulsion system (#5), and four for the squeeze 
cylinders (#8  #11) 
 One fixed-displacement units for the hydrostatic transmission that powers the 












 One fixed-displacement pump for the fan and one fixed-displacement emergency 
pump (not shown in the schematic). 
 
2.3.2 Architectures for the low-pressure system and the cooling system 
The common denominator of the standard displacement-controlled architectures 
recommended for railway machines is the closed-circuit configuration. This makes the 
introduction of a low-pressure charge line essential to accomplish the following tasks: 
 Compensate the differential flows of single-rod cylinders,  
 Reintegrate the flow rate removed by flushing valves, 
 Replenish the external volumetric losses of the servo-pumps, 
 Supply the displacement adjustment systems of the servo-pumps, 
 Manage oil exchange assisting in heat rejection, 
 Fix a reference pressure for the low-pressure sides of the closed-circuit systems. 
When considering the low-pressure setting, two opposite requirements arise. A relatively 
high and ideally constant pressure is required by the displacement adjustment systems of 
the units. They typically operate above 20 bar (some motors require at least 30 bar to 
adjust their displacements) but a higher setting is beneficial to increase the bandwidth of 
the displacement adjustment system. Simultaneously, preventing cavitation in both the 
charge line and the low-pressure sides of the DC actuators is essential. A maximum 
pressure in the charge line below 10 bar could fulfill this requirement even though the 
exact minimum value varies depending on some system’s characteristics, e.g. the 
pressure drops across the pilot operated check valves or along the lines. Adding a cooling 
system to the hydraulic circuit is still necessary, even though it was demonstrated that 
reduced cooling power suffices the needs of DC circuits (Zimmerman and Ivantysynova, 
2010). Finally, powering the fan dedicated to the combustion engine’s cooler represents 
another task for the hydraulic system. Fans directly driven by the combustion engine are 
inefficient since the power consumed by a fan is proportional to its speed cubed. Moving 
toward a hydraulic fan drive system is a convenient decision that allows variable fan speed 
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independently from the engine speed. Powering these sub-systems introduces relevant 
parasitic losses, e.g. up to the 21% of the total consumed energy in a digging cycle of a DC 
compact excavator (Zimmerman, 2012). Therefore, minimizing the impact on the overall 
machine consumption while maintaining low-cost systems is the target. Alternative 
hydraulic architectures could be used. The most convenient in terms of cost, performance, 
and efficiency are described in the sequel. 
2.3.2.1 Standard low-pressure system layout 
The common design already known in literature makes use of a fixed-displacement charge 
pump (CP) driven by the combustion engine that feeds the unique charge line (Figure 49). 
The peak value of the flow rate removed from the low-pressure system could be 
significant in multi-actuator machines (i.e. flow compensation for multiple differential 
cylinders could be necessary). Installing an optional low-pressure accumulator (ACC) that 
stores/releases flow enables energy savings by reducing the charge pump’s size. 
Concerning system efficiency, an issue of this layout is the relatively high setting of the 
low-pressure since it controls the swashplate adjustment systems (ADJs). The excess flow 
throttled by the relief valve (RV) flushes through the cooler meaning that is not possible 
to adjust the cooling power freely. Finally, a separate fixed-displacement unit powers the 
fan motor (PFAN): the variable-setting relief valve allows speed regulation of the fan. 
 












2.3.2.2 Low-pressure system with separate pressure sources 
The alternative layout depicted in Figure 50 eliminates the compromise about the 
definition of the low-pressure setting since two pumps are used. The one dedicated to 
flow compensation (CPLP) works with a very low delivery pressure, i.e. the minimum value 
sufficient to avoid cavitation. In contrast, the other pump (CPADJ) supplies the swash-plate 
adjustment systems using a relatively high pump delivery pressure. This pressure remains 
effectively constant making the adjustment of the variable-displacement units always 
consistent, i.e. pressure oscillations due to the flow compensation of the DC actuators do 
not affect this line. If necessary, the pressure setting can be modified during peculiar 
operation by means of a variable-setting relief valve. Lastly, the system devoted to the 
fan motor is kept independent and allows speed regulation of the fan. 
 
Figure 50. Solution with separate low-pressure lines. 
2.3.2.3 Integration of the cooling system into the low-pressure system 
The option shown in Figure 51 minimizes the number of the installed pumps: only one 
unit powers the low-pressure system, the cooling system, and the fan motor.  
 























A pressure-reducing valve (PRED) separates the line directed to the displacement 
adjustment systems (ADJs) by the rest of the circuit. The resulting constant-pressure helps 
in obtaining consistent controllability of the servo-pumps. The remaining flow rate 
generated by the charge pump feeds the fan motor first (MFAN) and the charge line 
afterwards (to CVs). For this reason, the flow rate elaborated by the motor needs to be 
similar to the flow required for the charge line. The fan motor can be excluded by 
energizing the on/off valve resulting in the charge line directly supplied by the pump.  
 
2.3.3 Machine’s functioning in case of engine failure 
If the combustion engine fails, it is fundamental to set the machine in traveling 
configuration for towing. This means the following adjustments are required:  
 Retraction of the work-head cylinders  the tamping tools are lifted, 
 Retraction of the jack cylinders  the sub-frame is lifted, 
 Extension of the hook-clam cylinders  the rails are unclamped, 
 Retraction of the bias cylinder  the contact members are removed from the rail, 
 Propulsion system set in neutral configuration  the wheels can freely rotate, 
 Stowing the projection buggy  the tamper can travel high speed safely. 
The mechanical gearboxes installed between the traction motors and the axles realize the 
neutral configuration of the propulsion system. An emergency pump (EP) driven by the 
dedicated electric motor (M) is then used to perform the operations listed above. The DC 
linear actuators are powered using the layout shown in Figure 52. The flow rate coming 
from the emergency pump feeds the cylinder via a check valve (CV). Additional on/off 
valves (OOVs) make the rod’s extension viable. Energizing valve 1 connects the rod 
chamber to tank preventing the opening of the POCV installed on the piston side and the 
consequent connection of the emergency pump to the LP. Activating valve 2 isolates the 
servo-pump avoiding significant flow losses through the unit and helping in maintaining 
the cylinder extended. According to the operations necessary to set the machine’s 
traveling mode (i.e. both actuator extensions and retractions are needed), diverse 
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arrangements of those on/off valves are required. In particular, the rod retraction is 
performed by locating valve 1 on the piston side while valve 2 and the CV on the rod side. 
Finally, the retraction of the bias cylinder and the stowing of the projection buggy are 
performed by connecting the emergency pump to those actuators via check valves 
without any additional on/off valve since they are part of an open-circuit configuration. 
 
Figure 52. Proposed solution to set the machine in traveling configuration in case of 
engine failure. 
2.3.4 Powering the non-displacement-controlled functions 
The machine’s actuators unsuitable to be converted into DC actuation maintain the same 
valve-controlled layout of the original system as described in Chapter 1 and depicted in 
Figure 53. Two power supplies provide flow to this portion of the hydraulic circuit: 
 HP   this is the high-pressure line common to all the non-DC functions with the 
only exception of the bias cylinder. Some of these actuators are not activated 
during tamping-lining cycles (i.e. the buggy cylinder, the slew cylinders, and the 
traverse motors) while other non-DC actuators are operated, i.e. the bias, the liner, 
and the jack cylinders. For this reason, a dedicated power supply is essential.  
 LP  this is the low-pressure line part of the DC sub-system. It supplies the bias 

































2.4 Summary of Chapter 2 
 The control problem for railway propulsion systems was detailed. The importance 
of driving more axles of the machine emerged as well as the requirement of 
limiting the slip coefficient of the axles. 
 Two non-hybrid hydraulic displacement-controlled architectures were proposed. 
Both systems represent novel solutions for railway construction and maintenance 
machines. The first one is a layout grounded on two independent hydrostatic 
transmissions. The other one involves two secondary controlled motors 
connected in parallel to a common high-pressure line.  
 Two hybrid hydraulic displacement-controlled propulsion systems were proposed 
for railway machines. They set the target of downsizing the rated engine power of 
about 35% by only modifying the machine’s propulsion system and without 
sacrificing the machine’s performance.  
 Three different actuators part of the working hydraulics were proposed as 
displacement-controlled actuators, namely the dual function squeeze cylinders, 
the work-head cylinders, and the hook-clamps actuators. These displacement-
controlled architectures represent a novel approach for railway machines. 
 Two alternative complete architectures for next-generation tamper-liners were 
proposed, namely a non-hybrid and a hybrid version. Different aspects such as 
suppling the non-DC actuators, feeding the low-pressure line, and varying the 









CHAPTER 3. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF DISPLACEMENT-CONTROLLED RAILWAY 
ACTUATION SYSTEMS 
This chapter presents the high-fidelity dynamic models used to simulate the 
displacement-controlled systems under investigation. 
 
3.1 The structure of the dynamic models 
Running virtual simulations is a crucial aspect to gain more insight into new architectures 
without having the necessity of building real prototypes, at least in the first stage of the 
investigation. For this reason, high-fidelity dynamic models of the systems under 
investigation are created and simulated inside the MATLAB-Simulink environment. Every 
dynamic model is divided into distinct sub-systems. The logic emerges from the diagram 
depicted in Figure 54 that refers to a generic displacement-controlled propulsion system. 
 
Figure 54. Structure of a generic dynamic model of a hydraulic machine. 
Appropriate commands (e.g. the commanded machine’s velocity) are transmitted to the 
controller that creates inputs for the hydraulic sub-model. These inputs are 
predominantly electric commands for the valves that adjust the displacement of the 
variable-displacement units. The hydraulic module computes pressures, flow rates, and 













requested by the pumps are given to the combustion engine’s sub-system that evaluates 
the engine dynamics feeding back the resulting engine’s speed to the hydraulic module. 
The motor output torques are then transferred to the sub-model that contains the 
machine dynamics. Outputs of the dynamics block such as vehicle’s velocity or vehicle’s 
position are fed back to both the hydraulic module and the controller. In addition, the 
controller receives computed displacements of the variable-displacement units together 
with system pressure in order to compute the commands for the variable-displacement 
units accordingly.  
 
3.2 Modeling the hydraulics  
3.2.1 Modeling variable-displacement servo-pumps 
Swashplate type axial piston are considered during this research mainly because such 
components are more common on the market, i.e. more sizes are available. However, the 
same approach described hereinafter is also valid for variable-displacement bent-axis 
units. 
3.2.1.1 Efficiency of the units  
The energy losses introduced by positive displacement machines have significant impact 
on the overall system’s efficiency and machine’s fuel consumption. These losses are 
accurately taken into account using flow losses (QS ≥ 0) and torque losses (TS ≥ 0) 
calculated via least-square polynomial interpolation from steady-state measurements 
conducted on stock machines. This experimental data was obtained through steady-state 
measurements for different shaft’s speeds, differential pressures, and displacement 
settings of state-of-the-art variable-displacement axial piston units. Examples of the 
resulting overall efficiency are depicted in Figure 30. The same losses are assumed for all 
quadrants of unit’s operation. In order to simulate different sizes of positive displacement 
machines for which measured loss models are not available, scaled flow losses and scaled 
torque losses are calculated by using a scaling factor (λ). This factor comes from the 
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scaling law in Eq. (3) where the original (Vref) and the desired, i.e. scaled (Vscaled), unit 





   (3) 
The relevant parameters are scaled according to Eq. (4). The speed of the machine is 
scaled and applied to the loss model together with differential pressure and displacement 
setting of the unit. The outputs of the loss model, i.e. the flow and the torque losses, are 
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These units assume a dual behavior operating as pumps or as motors in eight diverse 
modes depending on certain parameters such as shaft’s rotation (clockwise or 
counterclockwise), location of the high-pressure side (port A or port B), and swashplate 
position (nominal or over-center). Specific equations are required to define the effective 
flow rate (Qe) and the effective torque (Te) of the unit. Simplifying the nature of the flow 
losses, the following scenarios arise: 
 If flow losses are completely attributed to internal losses, then the flow rate 
elucidated in Eq. (5) is valid for both unit’s ports depending on the operating mode. 
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 If flow losses are completely attributed to external losses, then the effective flow 
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Equation (7) describes the effective shaft torque for both operating modes. Since the 
torque losses are always positive, the effective torque results higher than the theoretical 
torque in pumping mode and vice versa in motoring mode.  
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Finally, Eq. (8) defines both the mechanical power computed at the unit shaft and the 











3.2.1.2 The displacement adjustment system 
Another key aspect in variable-displacement swashplate units is the displacement 
adjustment system depicted in Figure 29. The dynamics of the swashplate adjustment 
system are dominated by the dynamics of the dedicated proportional directional control 
valve (Grabbel and Ivantysynova, 2005). The modeling approach for the dynamics of the 
displacement adjustment system makes use of the second order transfer function from 
valve command (u) to spool position (xPDCV) depicted in Eq. (9). The terms ωn and ζ are the 














The adjustment system’s cylinder velocity (ẋADJ) is then computed via Eq. (10) where AADJ 









   (10) 
The open-loop response of the displacement adjustment system is shown in Figure 55. 
The input is a sinusoidal voltage command to the control valve with varying frequency. 
The output is the resulting displacement setting of the unit measured at zero revolutions 
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per minute of the shaft. The agreement between simulated and experimental results is 
completely acceptable validating therefore this modeling approach. 
 
Figure 55. Open-loop response of the servo-pump adjustment system.   
 
3.2.2 Modeling linear actuators 
The motion of a hydraulic linear actuator depends on the forces pointed out in Figure 56, 
namely the hydraulic force, the friction force, and the force due to the external load. 
 
Figure 56. Forces acting on a linear hydraulic actuator.   
Equation (11) elucidates the governing equation for the motion of the rod.  
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The hydraulic force depends on the pressures in the two chambers while the Stribeck 
friction model is used to describe the force due to the friction between the rod and the 
housing of the actuator. The Stribeck friction model in Eq. (12) includes the viscous friction 
(fv id the viscous friction coefficient), the Coulomb friction (FC), and the static friction (τH 
is the static friction force constant). However, this friction model is modified according to 


































Eq. (13) in order to prevent numerical issues, e.g. eliminating discontinuities. The 
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3.2.3 Modeling the hydraulic valves 
Valves such as relief valves, check valves, two-positions on/off valves, or flushing valves 
are common in displacement-controlled architectures. Since the dynamics of these valves 
do not play a critical role in the systems under investigations, these dynamics are 
neglected. The flow rates through both flushing valves and two-positions on/off valves 
are calculated using the orifice equation expressed in Eq. (14). This equation makes use 
of the flow coefficient ce, the flow area A, the fluid density ρ, and the Δp across the valve.  
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A simplified model of both relief and check valves is adopted. Since the flow is admitted 
in only one direction, the valve’s flow rate is evaluated via Eq. (15) as linear function of 
the Δp across the valve using a specific flow gain k if the Δp across the valve is positive. 
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3.2.4 Modeling the transmission lines  
The pressure inside a generic control volume varies according to the build-up equation 
(16) derived from the conservation of mass principle. The flow rates entering and leaving 
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If the hydraulic line is not connected to any hydraulic accumulator, the total hydraulic 
capacitance is computed via Eq. (17) using the transmission line’s volume (VLine) and the 
oil bulk modulus (KOil). If a bladder accumulator is part of the line, such a component 
modifies the capacitance of the entire line according to the capacitance-based model 
described in Eq. (18). The specific parameters are the nominal volume of the accumulator 
(V0), the pre-charge pressure (p0), and the polytrophic coefficient of the gas (γ). 
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Referring to the displacement-controlled actuators addressed in this dissertation, Eq. (19) 
presents the pressure build-up equations for the two lines of a hydraulic linear actuator. 
Only internal leakages of the actuator are assumed (QLeak=kLeak·Δp) while the position of 
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The same procedure applies for rotary actuators. For instance, Eq. (20) elucidates the 
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Finally, Equation (21) quantifies the losses in the transmission lines. This formula is 
derived from the Navier-Stokes equations involving parameters such as the fluid dynamic 
viscosity (μOil) and the line dimensions (the length LLine, the internal radius rLine, and the 
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flow area ALine) that are assumed constant. Thus, they are encapsulated into a gain (kLine) 
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3.2.5 Modeling the low-pressure system 
The efficiency of the fixed-displacement charge pump is accounted using a map 
representative of an external gear positive displacement machine. This map takes into 
account both the volumetric (ηVol) and the mechanical-hydraulic (ηMh) efficiencies as 
function of thr pump delivery pressure and of the shaft speed. The effective flow rate and 
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3.3 Modeling the combustion engine  
Equation (23) describes the rotational dynamics of the engine, where JCE includes the 
inertia of the hydraulic units connected to the crankshaft. 
 , , ,
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Detailing the different terms, the indicated torque of the engine (TCE,Ind) is derived via Eq. 
(24). Three elements are involved: the wide-open-throttle curve (WOT) that originates 
the torque TCE,WOT as function of the engine speed, of the engine friction, and of the engine 
throttle (uCE). The engine throttle is assumed as a percentage of the maximum indicated 
torque. If controlling the engine speed is desired, than a PI controller acting on the error 
between the commanded and the simulated engine speed adjusts the throttle in order to 
maintain the commanded value (the dynamics of the governor are accounted using a first 
order transfer function). In any case, a supervisory control scheme acting on the throttle 
restricts the engine speed within acceptable limits, i.e. an anti-stall function is 
implemented and over-speeding is avoided.  
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Concerning the other terms used in Eq. (23), the engine friction (TCE,Fric) is defined via Eq. 
(25) as suggested by Heywood (Heywood, 1988). It is function of the engine 
characteristics (kCE =75 kPa for a direct injection engine), the engine displacement DCE, the 
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 (25) 
The torque due to the load (TCE,Load) in a multi-actuator DC machine is equal to the sum of 
all the variable-displacement units’ torques, of the charge pump torque, and of the 
auxiliary loads if present. Lastly, the wide-open-throttle curve of a known 40 kW 2-liters 
turbo-charged diesel engine is used as reference. It is plotted in Figure 57 together with 
constant power curves.  
 
Figure 57.  Wide-open-throttle curve of the reference combustion engine. 
In order to simulate different engine sizes, the reference WOT curve is scaled via Eq. (26) 
as function of the scaled engine power (Pscaled) assuming the mean effective pressure 
(mep) constant.  
scaled
scaled ref WOT,scaled WOT,ref
ref
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3.4 Modeling the vehicle’s dynamics  
A detailed model of the interaction between rails and wheels becomes necessary in order 
to gain better understanding of the new propulsion systems. Modeling the vehicle 
dynamics focuses on capturing the longitudinal dynamics of the machine. Thus, three 
degrees of freedom are considered: the longitudinal position (x) of the vehicle center of 
mass, and the angular positions of the two axles (ϑF and ϑR). This means the rail/wheel 
interaction is carefully taken into account resulting in a high-fidelity modeling of this 
interface.  
 
3.4.1 Modeling the longitudinal vehicle’s dynamics 
Figure 58 shows the free-body diagrams of the rolling stocks (left) and of the driven axles 
(right). 
 
Figure 58. Free-body diagrams of the rolling stocks and of the axles. 
The equilibrium of the bodies is written as follows: Eq. (27) refers to the rolling stocks on 
a flat surface where, due to the low velocity during operation, the aerodynamic resistance 
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 (27) 
Equation (28) considers a generic axle (the same equations are valid for both the front 
and the rear ones). Fad represents the adhesion force, TAxle the torque of the hydraulic 
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traction motor, and TBrake the torque of the friction brakes. The inertia of the axle in the 
horizontal direction is neglected. 
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Defining the adhesion forces and the drive shaft torques is necessary in order to solve this 
set of equations. Finally, Eq. (30) encapsulates the influence of the transmission ratio (iTr) 









     (30) 
 
3.4.2 Modeling the rail/wheel interaction 
The rail/wheel interaction is a complex nonlinear phenomenon. In view of the 
investigation’s targets, it is necessary to obtain an accurate estimation of both the 
adhesion force and the slip/spin coefficients of the two axles. The resulting dynamic 
model needs to deal with zero-speed of the vehicle properly due to the repetitive nature 
of the machine working cycles with periods at standstill. Some experimental identification 
procedures of rail/wheel contact forces were presented in literature with special focus to 
explicit braking tests, e.g. (Kalker, 1990), (Goodall and Guy, 2006), and (Malvezzi et al., 
2012). Nevertheless, using the approach introduced by Polach (2005), different 
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conditions of the railway lines can be modeled with high-fidelity. The adhesion force 
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 (31) 
The adhesion force depends on both the load acting on the axle in the vertical direction 
(N) and the adhesion coefficient. Several terms are used to define the adhesion coefficient, 
namely the friction coefficient (μ), the gradient of tangential stress (ε), the slip coefficient (s), 
the reduction factor in the area of adhesion (KA), and the reduction factor in the area of 
slip (KS). Detailed descriptions are provided hereinafter. 
 
3.4.2.1  The friction coefficient  
The friction coefficient is computed via Eq. (32). The required parameters are the 
maximum friction coefficient at zero slip velocity (μ0), the friction coefficient at infinite 
slip velocity (μ∞), and the exponential friction decrease coefficient (B). These terms are 
related to the external conditions (e.g. dry or wet conditions) and several sets were 
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3.4.2.2 The contact at the rail/wheel interface 
The contacts between wheels and rails are assumed as flat elliptical contact areas (a and 
b are the semi-axes) with normal stress distribution according to Hertz’s theory. The 
parameters required to describe the interface are the material properties for both the 
wheels and the rails and two geometric dimensions, i.e. the dynamic radius of the wheel 
(R) and the curvature radius of the rail (RR1) highlighted in Figure 59. 
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Figure 59. Cross-sections of the rail/wheel interaction. 
The contact interface influences the adhesion force through the gradient of tangential 
stress described in Eq. (33).  
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The shear modulus of the materials (G) and other terms defined in the sequel are included: 
they are calculated using the theory of smooth, non-conforming surfaces in contact 
(Johnson, 1987). First, it is convenient to define some operators that compact the 
following equations. K1 and K2 used in Eq. (34) take into account the materials of the 
rolling components by introducing the Young’s modulus (E) and the Poisson’s ratio (ν) 












The geometry of the bodies in contact is described by the parameters K3 and K4 detailed 
in Eq. (35). The radiuses RW and RR2 emphasized in Figure 59 do not appear in the formula 
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The semi-axes of the contact ellipse are then calculated using Eq. (37), where the two 
coefficients m and n are available in literature as function of the parameter φ (Iwnicki, 
2006). 
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Finally, the Kalker’s coefficient (c11) can be obtained utilizing the polynomial fit shown in 
Eq. (38).  
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3.4.2.3 The slip coefficient 
The slip coefficient (s) is calculated via Eq. (39). In order to avoid numerical issues such as 
division by zero during machine standstill, the definition of the slip introduced by Bernard 
and Clover (1995) is preferred to the standard definition widely used in literature.  




     (39) 
The linear velocity of the vehicle and the angular velocity of the axle are involved in the 
evaluation of the slip. L represents the relaxation length that affects the dynamic 
response and is chosen empirically. As detailed in the reference, a damping term needs 
to be added when the vehicle’s velocity becomes close to zero.  
 
3.4.2.4 Validation of the high-fidelity adhesion model 
The approach described above can realistically simulate multiple operating conditions. 
The accuracy of the simulated adhesion coefficient is validated using measured data 
published by Polach (2005). Figure 60 shows the comparison of the adhesion coefficient 
versus axle slip for a characteristic working condition proving the validity of the approach. 
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Figure 60. Estimation on the left side (Polach, 2005) and validation of the adhesion 
coefficient. 
3.5 Summary of Chapter 3 
 The high-fidelity mathematical models of the hydraulic components used to 
simulate displacement-controlled hydraulic circuits were created. Special care 
was devoted in accounting the losses of positive displacement machines since 
they represent the core of DC actuation.  
 The dynamic model of generic internal combustion engines was presented. A 
scaling process useful to simulate different engine rated powers using a given 
wide-open-throttle curve was addressed. 
 A high-fidelity modeling approach focused on capturing the longitudinal dynamics 
of railway machines was introduced. This modeling approach introduced by 
Padovani and Ivantysynova (2015) combines a detailed modeling of the rail/wheel 
interface with a slip definition valid also for zero-velocity. 
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CHAPTER 4. ENERGY EFFICIENT RAILWAY PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
Chapter 4 analyzes the functioning of the proposed displacement-controlled propulsion 
systems specifically designed for railway machines. Dedicated control strategies are 
proposed and utilized for machine system simulation together with high-fidelity dynamic 
models. 
  
4.1 Controller development 
Suitable controllers for propulsion systems dedicated to railway construction and 
maintenance machines need to comply the requirements discussed in section 2.1.1.1, in 
particular controlling the driving/braking torques of the two axles in order to maintain 
the maximum wheels’ slip within acceptable limits. Implementing automated functioning 
of the machine with the minimum intervention of the machine’s operator is another 
target. To that end, a control architecture as the one depicted in Figure 61 is proposed. 
The operator selects the commanded working cycle and the parameter α related to the 
vehicle’s mass distribution that is used in the controller (more details are provided in the 
sequel). Depending on the desired cycle, e.g. tamping every first tie, the input block 
defines the profile of the commanded vehicle’s velocity keeping into account the 
measured machine’s position and the location of the ties (the definition of the 
commanded velocity profile is discussed in Appendix A). The controller defines the 
displacement settings of the variable-displacement hydraulic units using the logics 
proposed hereinafter that depends on the propulsion system’s architecture. This results 
in the commands (uValves) directed to the valves of the displacement adjustment systems. 
Finally, a switch logic sets the commanded displacements to zero and activates the 
friction brakes (uBrakes) when the machine reaches the stopping position.
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Figure 61. The proposed control logic for the propulsion systems. 
 
4.1.1 Controllers for non-hybrid propulsion systems 
This research proposes non-hybrid propulsion systems grounded on two different 
architectures, namely independent hydrostatic transmissions and secondary controlled 
hydraulic motors. The layouts presented in Section 2.1 are proposed again in Figure 62. 
 
Figure 62. Simplified schematics of non-hybrid HSTs (left) and non-hybrid SCHMs. 
4.1.1.1 Solution 1: the controller for non-hybrid independent HSTs 
The controller presented within this section is an original contribution. It aims at 
controlling the vehicle’s dynamics by adjusting the displacements of the two hydraulic 
units driven by the CE, namely the primary units VPF and VPR as visible in Figure 62. The 
secondary units VMF and VMR always remain at full displacement during standard 
operation. The VMs migrate to low displacement only when the traveling configuration is 
selected. The displacement settings (βSET) of the primary units are created combining both 





























Figure 63. Structure of the controller for the independent HSTs. 
The feedforward term predicts the total displacement of the primary units that is 
necessary to meet the commanded machine’s dynamics via Eq. (40). It is derived by 
comparing the flow rates of the primary and secondary units, i.e. QVP=QVM. The flow rate 
of the secondary unit is computed using the commanded velocity profile: the 
displacement of the unit (VVM), a constant volumetric efficiency for the motor (ηVM), the 
total gear ratio of the mechanical transmissions (iTr), and the rolling radius (R) are involved 
in this process. The pump flow rate is evaluated using the maximum displacement of the 
unit (VVP,Max), a constant volumetric efficiency (ηVP), its displacement setting, and the 
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Since the accuracy of this estimation is affected by some assumptions, a feedback term is 
also included into the controller. It acts on the error between the commanded and the 
simulated vehicle’s velocity combining a proportional controller with a limited semi-
integrator in order to avoid limit cycles and wind up effects as pointed out by Berg and 
Ivantysynova (1999). The output is saturated between 0 and 100% in order to avoid any 
adjustment of the primary units over-center preventing reverse motion of the machine. 
Then, these two contributions are summed up. Due to the uneven mass distribution on 
the two axles, the gain α is used to suitably define the commands of the units in order to 
have higher torque on the more loaded axle. A predefined value of α dependent on the 











































manually adjust this parameter. Additionally, the PI controllers of the primary units act 
on the errors e1 and e2 between the commanded displacements (βSET,F and βSET,R) and the 
simulated displacements of the units (βF and βR). The resulting valve commands (uPDCV) 
are then propagated to the VP blocks representative of the variable-displacement units. 
Details about the parameters are provided in Appendix B (Table B.1 and Table B.2). 
4.1.1.2 Solution 2: the controller for non-hybrid constant-pressure SCHMs 
The constant-pressure control strategy for secondary controlled motors replicates the 
same approach considered by other researchers, e.g. (Petterson, 2009). The primary unit 
(VP) adjusts its displacement in order to maintain the commanded constant-pressure in 
the high-pressure line. Conversely, the displacements of the traction motors (VMs) are 
varied in order to meet the desired machine’s motion. Figure 64 depicts the overall 
control scheme developed to perform the automated working cycles. It is similar the one 
proposed for the HSTs. In this case, the switch logic acts on the displacements of the 
traction motors and controls the on/off valves used to isolate the high-pressure line. 
 
Figure 64. The proposed overall control scheme for the non-hybrid SCHMs. 
Concerning the definition of the controller, a solution not found in literature is proposed 
for the specific control of the secondary units (Figure 65). The reference high-pressure 
and the desired vehicle’s dynamics represent the inputs. Concerning the primary unit, 
both the feedforward term FF1 elucidated in Eq. (41) and the feedback term FB1  are used 

















Figure 65. Structure of the proposed controller for the layout with SCHMs. 
Specifically, βFF,1 estimates the displacement necessary to manage the flow rates of the 
motors while βFB,1, resulting from a PI controller acting on the pressure error eP, corrects 
this approximation. Then, the PI controller of the primary unit acts on the error eVP 
between the commanded displacement and the simulated displacement. The resulting 
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 (41) 
Moving to the hydraulic motors, a feedforward term (FF2) and a feedback term (FB2) are 
again used. The feedforward, i.e. βFF,2 in Eq. (41), provides an estimation of the motors’ 
displacements necessary to generate the total torque required to meet the commanded 
vehicle’s dynamics. The feedback corrects this approximation by using a proportional 
controller with a limited semi-integrator on the error eẋ resulting after comparing the 
commanded and the simulated vehicle’s velocity. By adding these two contributions, the 
total displacement βSET,VM is computed. At this point, the gain α suitably defines the 
commanded displacements for both motors (βSET,F and βSET,R) depending on the vehicle’s 
mass distribution. Lastly, the internal controllers of the secondary units act as described 
beforehand for the primary unit to manipulate the valve commands. Specific information 

































































4.1.1.3 Solution 3: the controller for variable-pressure SCHMs 
Commanding constant-pressure in the high-pressure line usually results in a pressure 
higher than the pressure effectively required to meet the commanded dynamics. 
Therefore, a variable-pressure control strategy is proposed. The target is imposing the 
lowest pressure that guarantees proper functioning in order to allow higher displacement 
settings of the traction motors. More efficient functioning is achieved for two reasons. 
First, the flow losses are reduced due to the lower system’s pressure. Then, the increased 
displacement settings of the traction motors provide further benefit to the efficiency of 
the units, i.e. the closer to full displacement the better. Specifically, the reference system 
pressure is computed involving the governing equation of the vehicle’s dynamics pointed 
out in Eq. (42), where the low-pressure and the pressure margin that accounts for 














The resulting high-pressure setting is a constant parameter since the desired acceleration 
is always constant. In fact, the total displacement of the two traction motors detailed in 
Eq. (43) is intended to adjust to full displacement the unit installed on the more loaded 
axle while keeping in mind the vehicle’s mass distribution. This means the system is forced 
to operate at least one traction motor at maximum displacement with the lowest 
pressure necessary to meet the commanded vehicle’s dynamics. If the machine’s mass 
distribution d were equal on the two axles, both traction motors would adjust their 







Since this step only provides an estimation of the required pressure setting, adding the 
simple if/else logic described in Eq. (44) is appropriate. It optimizes the commanded 
pressure according to other system’s parameters in order to minimize the system’s 
pressure and maximize the motors’ displacements. If the vehicle’s velocity is high enough, 
e.g. above 1 km/h, and the measured displacement of the more loaded motor is below a 
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predefined value, e.g. 95%, then the commanded pressure is reduced using the gain k, 
e.g. k=0.9. Conversely, the commanded pressure is set equal to the reference value when 
these conditions are not met. Limiting the variation of the setting by means of a rate 
limiter helps in obtaining a smoother functioning while a saturation maintains the system 
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 (44) 
Concerning the implementation of this control strategy, the same control architecture 
proposed for the constant-pressure secondary controlled motors and depicted in Figure 
65 is used. 
 
4.1.2 Controllers for hybrid propulsion systems 
Going beyond non-hybrid architectures, this research investigates two hybrid propulsion 
systems. The implementation of hybrid systems in railway machines serves the purpose 
of making the machine’s power consumption smoother during characteristic working 
cycles (Section 2.1.4). The simplified schematics of the architectures under investigation 
are shown in Figure 66 for convenience. The hybrid version of the independent 
hydrostatic transmissions (left side of the picture) requires an additional hybrid unit 
connected to a hydraulic accumulator. Conversely, the secondary controlled hydraulic 
motors maintain the same layout used in the non-hybrid system. The only difference is 
that the accumulator is intended as an energy storage device. The controllers for hybrid 
propulsion systems perform a dual function since the vehicle’s motion and the load acting 
on the combustion engine’s shaft are both controlled. 
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Figure 66. Simplified schematics of both hybrid HSTs (left) and hybrid SCHMs. 
In this regard, Figure 67 offers a comprehensive overview of the power flows between 
the machine’s sub-systems. The situation of the two hybrid architectures is slightly 
different because the propulsion system and the hybrid system coincide in the series-
parallel layout while are separate sub-systems in the parallel hybrid circuit. 
 
Figure 67. Schematic of the machine’s power flows. 
The combustion engine delivers power to the common shaft permanently while the 
working hydraulics, the low-pressure system, and the auxiliary functions always act as 
resistive loads. In the series-parallel architecture, the hybrid propulsion system absorbs 






























































Series-parallel hybrid architecture (hybrid SCHMs) 




on the operating conditions. In the parallel architecture, this dual behavior is performed 
by both the hybrid system and the propulsion system. The resulting power balances are 
stated in Eq. (45). 
LOADS
CE HYB WH LP AUX
P
P P P P P                    (series-parallel architecture) 
    
LOADS
CE HYB PROP WH LP AUX
P
P P P P P P             (parallel architecture) 
(45) 
The proposed control strategy of the hybrid sub-system, common to both hybrid solutions, 
adjusts the displacement of the hybrid unit in order to control the load placed on the 
engine shaft. A constant engine speed is sought to completely take advantage of the 
engine: this engine speed (nCE,SET) is the one where maximum power is delivered. Full 
engine throttle is permanently commanded, i.e. the engine operating points lie on the 
WOT curve. By implementing this control strategy, the total load acting on the engine is 
actively controlled by the hybrid unit if and only if the accumulator pressure remain within 
the “operating range”, i.e. p*L < pAcc < p*H, where: 
 p*L is the minimum system’s pressure  it is required by the traction motors to 
output the maximum tractive torque. 
 p*H is the maximum system’s pressure  it is recommended slightly lower than 
the setting of the high-pressure relief valve so that the valve is installed for safety. 
When the pressure in the high-pressure line reaches the limits of the “operating range”, 
the controller reacts as follows. The accumulator could result fully charged (pAcc = p*H) 
while the engine is still capable of powering the hybrid unit. Therefore, when the 
predefined upper pressure setting p*H is reached, the commanded displacement of the 
hybrid unit is saturated to a small value, e.g. β*VP = 5%. This keeps the accumulator at full 
charge by reintegrating the leakages but without generating losses through the relief 
valve RVHP. During this particular working condition, i.e. pAcc ≥ p*H, the load on the engine 
shaft is no more controlled resulting in an increased engine speed up to the high-idle 
setting. Moreover, a control function devoted to guarantee enough propulsive torque 
always maintains the system’s pressure high enough. If the accumulator pressure equals 
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the lower pressure setting p*L, then full displacement is commanded to the hybrid unit. 
The pressure increases but the engine load is no more controlled. Equation (46) sums up 
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Regarding the standard functioning, i.e. accumulator pressure within the two pressure 
settings, the hybrid unit’s displacement (βSET,VP) is defined by adding a feed forward to a 
feedback term, and saturating the resulting value between ± 100% (Figure 68). 
 
Figure 68. Controller conceived to adjust the displacement of the hybrid unit. 
Explicitly, the feed forward term proposed in Eq. (47) estimates the hybrid unit’s 
displacement that outputs the power PHYB necessary to balance the powers in Eq. (45) 














The torque available from the engine (TCE,Max) is computed via the WOT curve. The term 
due to the engine’s load (TCE,Load) is computed by summing up the resistive torques of the 
working hydraulics, of the charge pump, and of the additional engine loads. Furthermore, 
the PID in the feedback path manipulates the error between the desired and the 































unit. The PI controller acts on the error eVP between the commanded displacement and 
the effective displacement by adjusting the valve command uPDCV. 
 
4.2 Simulation results 
The scenario considered to test the systems under investigation refers to a realistic 
working cycle, i.e. a double-tamping cycle, repeated several times in a row. In every cycle 
that lasts about 2.7 seconds, the machine accelerates, decelerates, and then remains at 
standstill for a while. 
 
4.2.1 Simulation of non-hybrid displacement-controlled propulsion systems  
The starting point for the analysis of the simulation results is the comparison between the 
commanded and the simulated vehicle’s velocity of the reference machine driven by 
independent hydrostatic transmissions (Figure 69, left side). The result in terms of 
tracking is completely satisfactory since the velocity error is very small and the machine 
does not overshoot the stopping position. Commands for the friction brakes are included 
on the right, where solid fill indicates the brakes are activated. The machine slows down 
by means of regenerative braking. In fact, the brake intervention takes place at the end 
of the deceleration in order to maintain the stopping position during standstill. A constant 
resistive torque applied to the engine’s shaft counts the load dependent on the working 
hydraulics balancing the energy recovered during regenerative braking. The simulated 
displacements of the primary units are plotted on the right side of Figure 69. For reasons 
related to the uneven mass distribution on the two axles (i.e. 60% of the total mass acts 
on the rear axle at standstill), the displacement settings of the two units are slightly 
different. The traction motors are adjusted at full displacement while the primary units 
do not reach maximum displacement as a result of the system being sized to meet higher 
vehicle’s velocities typical of other working cycles. 
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Figure 69. Simulated vehicle’s velocity and displacements of the primary units for 
the independent HSTs.  
The same encouraging results in terms of velocity tracking are commonplace for the 
propulsion system grounded on secondary controlled motors supplied by a constant-
pressure net. Figure 70 shows on the left side the comparison between the commanded 
and the simulated vehicle’s velocity during the reference working cycle. Considering the 
velocity error in the lower plot, the only mismatch takes place during the transition from 
machine’s acceleration to deceleration. Nevertheless, it does not affect the system’s 
behavior because the stopping position remains within the requested limits. As a note, 
the friction brakes are set at about 1.5 seconds, i.e. when the stopping position is reached, 
in order to maintain the machine at standstill. This means the slowdown is realized with 
regenerative braking only. 
 
Figure 70. Machine’s velocity with relative error (left) and system’s pressures 
with relative error for the constant-pressure SCHMs. 
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The right side of Figure 70 presents the pressures in the two main lines together with the 
value of the high-pressure setting. As shown by the pressure error (lower plot), there is a 
very good match between commanded and simulated high-pressure that remains 
constant. This aspect is in contrast with the independent hydrostatic transmissions. In 
detail, the pressure in such systems is load dependent as shown in Figure 71. The pressure 
profiles of the front and of the rear transmissions are not identical due to the unequal 
mass distribution. Throughout the deceleration (i.e. from 0.7 to 1.45 seconds), the 
systems automatically switch the high-pressure sides such that the secondary units 
operate in pumping mode while the primary units work in motoring mode transferring 
power back to the combustion engine’s shaft. 
 
Figure 71. Pressures in the lines of the HSTs (front transmission on the left). 
The pressure oscillations highlighted in Figure 71 and motivated by the nature of the 
system are reflected into the output torque of the traction motors and, consequently, 
into the slip coefficients of the two axles (Figure 72).  
 
Figure 72. Variation of the slip coefficients for axles driven by the HSTs.   
Both the short duration and the reduced magnitude make the resulting spikes of the slip 
coefficients acceptable since they do not represent an issue for the proper performance 
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of the real machine. In fact, the working conditions of the two axles are almost identical. 
This is a positive aspect: it means the two HSTs work properly exploiting all the available 
adhesion while maintaining a limited slip. A smoother variation over time characterizes 
the slip coefficients of the two axles driven by constant-pressure SCHMs (right side of 
Figure 73). The small spikes at about 0.75 seconds are caused by the transition from 
machine’s acceleration to deceleration, i.e. the three units are adjusted over-center in 
order to perform regenerative braking. This aspect emerges from the left side of Figure 
73 where the simulated displacement settings of the units are plotted. The traction 
motors are adjusted differently in order to account for the unbalanced vehicle’s mass 
distribution, i.e. 60% of the mass is acting on the rear axle at standstill. Again, the 
operating conditions of the two axles are identical due to the appropriate intervention of 
the controller. This is a positive aspect because it means the system works properly 
exploiting all the available adhesion while maintaining a limited slip.  
 
Figure 73. Servo-pumps’ displacements (left) and slip coefficients for constant-
pressure SCHMs. 
Ultimately, the proper performance of the proposed system is demonstrated. The 
system’s controllability is very good for both architectures, i.e. the machine’s stopping 
position is met without requiring any additional movement like in state-of-the-art 
machines (Figure 6), the slip coefficients of the axles behave as desired, and regenerative 
braking is realized during the slowdown.  
A positive machine’s behavior is also possible when driving the railway vehicle by means 
of a propulsion system characterized by variable-pressure secondary controlled traction 



































































motors. The tracking of the commanded vehicle’s velocity in such a system is completely 
acceptable as shown in Figure 74 while the machine’s stopping position remains within 
the requested limits.  
 
Figure 74. Machine’s velocity (left) and system’s pressure with relative errors. 
Good tracking of the commanded pressure is realized when the on/off valve between the 
primary unit and the accumulator is energized (Figure 74 on the right). As visible in the 
figure below, this on/off valve is de-energized when the machines is at standstill in order 
to avoid leakages through the unit that is adjusted to zero displacement (solid fill indicates 
the valve is activated). De-energizing the on/off valve remove undesired losses but does 
not allow any control on the accumulator’s pressure (also the on/off valves between the 
secondary units and the accumulator are activated). Concerning the displacements of the 
units (Figure 75 on the left), the rear motor, i.e. the one installed on the more loaded axle, 
is adjusted at full displacement during the first portion of the cycle. Conversely, the front 
motor works at reduced displacement resulting in less output torque due to the lower 
available adhesion. This functioning equals the slip coefficients of the two axles that is 
another target of the control strategy (Figure 75 on the right). At about 0.75 seconds, the 
primary unit reaches full displacement causing the small mismatch between commanded 
and simulated vehicle’s velocity. This behavior is acceptable for such an application and 
enables improved energy efficiency for the system. If a bigger primary unit were installed, 
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the tracking would be better but the unit’s displacement setting would remain very low 
for most of the time reducing the system’s efficiency. 
 
Figure 75. Servo-pumps’ displacements (left) and slip coefficients of both axles. 
The system’s behavior is encouraging since the machine behaves as expected. The 
tracking of the commanded velocity is completely satisfactory and the machine stops on 
the desired position without any overshoot. The displacement setting of the rear motor 
is always very high as desired because the system’s pressure is minimized in order to 
reduce the losses of the units. More in general, the simulation results of the three non-
hybrid solutions show that the controllers implemented are sufficient to gain more insight 
into the systems. 
 
4.2.2 Energetic comparison of non-hybrid propulsion systems 
The main result in terms of energy consumption is that the independent HSTs are more 
efficient than the architectures with SCHMs. The variations over time of the mechanical 
energy related with the primary units of the propulsion systems are depicted in Figure 76.  
 
Figure 76. Energy consumption of the non-hybrid propulsion systems.  

































































































During one double-tamping cycle, the independent HSTs consume 15.2 kJ. Using this 
value as the reference, the SCHMs working with variable-pressure absorb 6.6% more 
energy, i.e. 16.1 kJ, while the SCHMs functioning with constant-pressure require 12.8% 
more energy, i.e. 17.1 kJ.The working cycle is divided into three portions, namely 
acceleration (1), deceleration (2), and standstill (3). At the very beginning, the HSTs are 
characterized by pressure spikes above 300 bar that make them less efficient (high Δps 
across the units increase the flow losses). After the initial transient, the trends presented 
in Figure 76 are approximately comparable until the end of the acceleration. Throughout 
the deceleration, the systems are in regenerative working mode transferring energy back 
to the engine’s shaft. The SCHMs working with variable-pressure recover more energy 
due to the favorable combination of high displacement setting for the units and low 
system’s pressure. Finally, the HSTs behave better during machine’s standstill. The bigger 
size of the primary units in the architectures grounded on SCHMs induces higher churning 
losses than the two small primary units of the HSTs. A remarkable energy variation 
denotes the variable-pressure SCHMs before the end of the cycle: the primary units is 
connected to the high-pressure accumulator such that the primary unit increases its 
displacement in order to track the commanded pressure. This serves the purpose of 
starting the following cycle with the desired system’s pressure. Diverse scenarios 
representative of the standard machine’s functioning were considered by Padovani and 
Ivantysynova (2015) in order to compare the independent HSTs versus the constant-
pressure SCHMs in a more general way. Two working cycles, diverse set-ups for the 
machine’s mass distribution, and two different loss models for the units were simulated. 
It emerged that the SCHMs working with constant-pressure absorb more energy than the 
HSTs, 7% more on average. Concerning the influence of the vehicle’s mass distribution, 
the results in terms of consumed energy are always consistent. This means the vehicle’s 
mass distribution has nearly no effect. Conversely, it emerged that the loss characteristics 
of the units greatly affect the energy consumption: selecting suitable units is therefore 
fundamental. This result agrees with the finding documented by Williamson and 
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Ivantysynova (2007) where a difference up to 20% in the energy consumed by a wheel 
loader during a specific cycle was demonstrated even though the peak pump efficiencies 
for the two loss models considered only differed by 5%. 
Moving toward the implementation of these non-hybrid architectures in real machines, 
supplementary observations are useful. Regarding the typology of the units, the layouts 
with SCHMs admit only over-center units while only the primary units of the HSTs are 
over-center type in order to enable vehicle’s reverse motion. This facilitates the use of 
bent-axis machines as secondary units in the HSTs since there is a broader choice in terms 
of size for non-over-center bent-axis motors. So, whenever given an opportunity, bent-
axis units are recommended due to the better efficiency. Moreover, the HSTs accept 
secondary units with a two-stage variation of the displacement, i.e. full value for the 
working mode and minimum displacement for the traveling mode. Despite the HSTs 
require more components, the smaller displacements of the units make them less 
expensive, offer a wider choice of suitable sizes, and compensate the impact of a 
supplementary unit on the installation space. The SCHMs create a high-pressure line that 
could be useful to both feed the displacement adjustment systems of the traction motors 
enabling faster dynamics and power other functions without requiring the installation of 
dedicated power supplies. 
 
4.2.3 Simulation of hybrid displacement-controlled propulsion systems 
The target of this section is demonstrating that hybrid propulsion systems suitable for 
railway maintenance and construction machines enable relevant downsizing of the 
combustion engine while preserving both machine’s functioning and productivity. For this 
reason, optimizing the control strategy does not represent the current focus. Starting 
from the series-parallel hybrid architecture (i.e. hybrid SCHMs), such a system requires 
three variable-displacement units (Figure 36). The hybrid unit is adjusted to control the 
load on the engine as detailed in the previous section while the displacements of the 
traction motors are varied to meet the desired vehicle’s dynamics according to the control 
scheme shown in Figure 65. Several consecutive working cycles are simulated with an 
initial accumulator pressure representative of the worst case scenario (p*L = 150 bar). 
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Before analyzing the key parameters, it is relevant to state that the proper functioning of 
the machinery is confirmed: the working hydraulics and the auxiliary functions receive all 
the required power while the propulsion system behaves as expected. In this regard, the 
tracking of the commanded vehicle’s velocity is completely satisfactory (Figure 77). 
 
Figure 77. Tracking of the commanded velocity in the series-parallel hybrid. 
Furthermore, smooth transitions from one working condition to another make this 
system attractive also from the point of view of the system’s response. Figure 78 focuses 
on the slip of the machine’s axles highlighting the various stages of the working cycle, i.e. 
machine’s acceleration, deceleration, and standstill.  
 
Figure 78. Slip/spin coefficients of the two axles in the series-parallel hybrid. 
The operating conditions of the two axles are identical due to the appropriate 
intervention of the controller even though the vehicle’s mass distribution results 
unbalanced. This behavior is a positive aspect: the propulsion system works properly 
exploiting all the available adhesion while maintaining a limited slip/spin. Considering the 
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hydraulic parameters of the hybrid propulsion system, the profile of the accumulator 
pressure presented in Figure 79 confirms that the sizing process is accurate. The hybrid 
unit recharges the accumulator completely after each discharge and the minimum 
pressure remains above the limit of 150 bar. The charge of the accumulator rises quickly 
up to the full condition that takes place starting from the second cycle. Nonetheless, the 
system behavior is completely repeatable only after a few cycles since a short time is 
necessary to stabilize all the system’s parameters. 
 
Figure 79. Evolution of the accumulator pressure in the series-parallel hybrid. 
As anticipated previously, the engine speed increases above the desired value when the 
pressure exceeds the “operating range”, i.e. pAcc ≥ p*H (Figure 80).  
 
Figure 80. Engine speed (upper) and output power in the series-parallel hybrid. 
When the accumulator is not fully charged, the engine speed remains extremely close to 
the setting. This results in the engine outputting nearly full power for most of the time. 















































































More specifically, focusing only on one cycle (e.g. cycle #7), the 76% of the engine’s 
operating points are located above the 98% of the rated engine power. Figure 81 shows 
those points measured every 15 ms where constant power curves labeled with the 
percentage of the CE’s rated power have been included. 
 
Figure 81. Engine’s operating point during one cycle in the series-parallel hybrid. 
This convenient use of the CE is allowed by the peculiar functioning of the hybrid unit 
(Figure 82). 
 
Figure 82. Power flows of the series-parallel hybrid system. 
When the maximum power consumption takes place, e.g. from about 17.6 to 18.3 
seconds in cycle #7, the hybrid unit is adjusted over-center in order to work in motoring 
mode and transfer power back to common CE’s shaft. Therefore, the machine can meet 
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the total power requirement, i.e. PLOADS, higher than the engine rated power performing 
the given tasks properly. For the sake of clarity, the different terms included in the plot 
correspond with the ones detailed in Eq. (45). 
A similar encouraging performance characterized by relevant engine downsizing is 
allowed by the parallel hybrid architecture involving HSTs. The parallel hybrid layout 
decouples the propulsion system and the hybrid sub-system (Figure 39). The propulsion 
system is controlled as the non-hybrid layout presented in section 2.1.2.1 in order to meet 
the desired vehicle’s dynamics. The hybrid unit is adjusted to control the load placed on 
the engine’s shaft according to the strategy discussed in section 4.4.1. The same scenario 
investigated for the series-parallel hybrid is simulated for this alternative hybrid system, 
i.e. several consecutive working cycles starting with the accumulator fully discharged. 
Despite the multiple energy conversions that are taking place in this hybrid system, the 
high efficiency of the HSTs make possible to downsize the combustion engine as in the 
series-parallel hybrid, i.e. a rated power of 111.8 kW (150 hp) is used. This results in the 
proper functioning of the propulsion system, i.e. the tracking of the commanded vehicle’s 
velocity (Figure 83), the machine’s stopping position, and the slip coefficients of both 
axles behave as expected.  
 
Figure 83. Commanded and simulated vehicle’s velocity in the parallel hybrid. 
Furthermore, the working hydraulics and the auxiliary functions receive all the requested 
power (Figure 84). Using the hybrid unit in motoring mode, i.e. the energy coming from 
the accumulator is transferred back to the engine’s shaft, makes possible to meet such a 
power demand that is higher than the engine rated power for a portion of the cycle, e.g. 
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from 17.6 to 18.3 seconds in cycle #7. The functioning is performed in a convenient way 
taking complete advantage of the engine’s rated power, i.e. the CE outputs full power for 
most of the time. When the accumulator is fully charged, controlling the load on the 
engine’s shaft is no more possible. For this reason, the engine speed increases toward the 
high-idle resulting in less output power.  
 
Figure 84. Power flows in the parallel hybrid system in the parallel hybrid. 
Considering the pressure of the hybrid sub-system (Figure 85), the hybrid unit recharges 
the accumulator completely after each discharge confirming the validity of the sizing 
process.   
 
Figure 85. Pressure of the hybrid sub-system in the parallel hybrid. 
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4.3 Summary of Chapter 4 
 The novel propulsion systems introduced in Chapter 2 and specifically designed 
for railway construction and maintenance machines have been simulated and 
analyzed. They resulted in viable and promising solutions.  
 Two non-hybrid architectures controlled using three different strategies were 
addressed to improve the machine’s efficiency. Two hybrid alternatives were 
proposed in order to maximize the downsizing of the combustion engine. 
 Suitable control strategies were developed according to the specific requirements 
for railway machines and dedicated controllers were implemented. The desired 
performance of these propulsion systems was proven for the first time: 
regenerative braking is performed, the tracking of the commanded velocity is 
completely acceptable, the machine does not overshoot the stopping position, 
and the slip coefficients of both axles are identical and limited. 
 The independent HSTs resulted the more efficient non-hybrid propulsion system. 
During a double-tamping cycle, they consume 6.6% less energy than the SCHMs 
working with variable-pressure and 12.8% less energy the SCHMs functioning with 
constant-pressure. 
 The hybrid architectures enable 35% reduction of the rated engine power of the 
baseline machine by only modifying the machine’s propulsion system. The other 
sub-systems of the machine receive all the requested power even though such a 
power demand is higher than the engine rated power for part of the cycle. This is 
possible by running the hybrid unit in motoring mode, i.e. the energy coming from 
the accumulator is transferred back to the engine’s shaft assisting the combustion 
engine. 
 The complete use of the combustion engine’s power for large periods is possible 
when hybrid systems are implemented. For instance, in the series-parallel hybrid 
the 76% of the engine’s operating points during a working cycle are located above 
the 98% of the rated engine power. 
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 It emerged that the vehicle’s mass distribution has nearly no effect on the energy 
consumption of the propulsion systems. Conversely, the loss characteristics of the 
hydraulic units greatly affect the system’s efficiency. Selecting suitable units is 





CHAPTER 5. DISPLACEMENT-CONTROLLED DUAL FUNCTION SQUEEZE ACTUATORS  
 
This chapter proposes and analyzes a novel concept that makes use of displacement-
controlled squeeze cylinders that perform two functions, i.e. squeezing the ballast and 
vibrating the tamping tools. 
 
5.1 Requirements for the tamping process  
The tamping process combines two operations that are necessary to compact the ballast, 
namely squeezing the stones underneath the ties while vibrating the tamping tools. 
Starting from the squeezing motion, it is divided into four phases, i.e. downfeed, squeeze-
in, squeeze-out, and upfeed. At the beginning, the work-head cylinders move the tamping 
tools downward until desired tamping depth is reached. This depth should be in the range 
from 7 to 15 millimeters between the top of the tamping tool paddles and the bottom of 
the tie. When the desired depth is reached, the squeeze-in takes place. Limiting the 
velocity of the squeeze actuators is important since effective coordination between the 
machine’s sub-systems is required, i.e. the tamping needs to be completed after the lifting 
and/or lining of the rails. The squeeze-out velocity is adjusted to remove the tamping 
tools away from the compacted ballast area slowly. This allows retaining the compacted 
stones in the correct location. Finally, the upfeed is performed by lifting the tamping tools 
until the retracted position is reached. During some of these operations, vibrating the 
tamping tools is necessary. As discussed by Theurer et al. (2006), an optimized tamping 
process requires vibrating the tamping tools using a variable frequency. More details are 
provided in Figure 86. The upper part of the plot shows the position over time of the work-
head actuators where ‘up’ means the tamping tools are fully retracted while ‘low’ 
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indicates the tamping tools are completely submerged into the ballast. The central 
portion of the plot focuses on the frequency used to vibrate the tamping tools, while the 
lower part on the amplitude of the vibration.  
 
Figure 86. Details about the desired tamping cycle. 
From time t1 to time t2 (i.e. downfeed), the tamping tools are lowered into the ballast. 
During this stage of the working cycle, high frequency is desired (e.g. F2 = 45 Hz): if the 
frequency were too low, penetrating the ballast would be difficult. The squeeze-in starts 
when the tamping tools have been completely inserted into the stones and lasts until time 
t3. Throughout the entire squeeze-in process, a lower frequency is sufficient to achieve 
good compaction of the ballast (e.g. F1 = 35 Hz). During the remaining portions of the cycle 
(i.e. squeeze-out and upfeed), vibrating the tools is no more necessary. Thus, the desired 
frequency is set to zero. The frequency values F1 and F2 depend on the conditions of the 
ballast and should be adjustable. The selection of these values is guided by state-of-the-



















Table 5.1 Performance comparison of state-of-the-art tamping devices. 
Manufacturer Frequency [Hz] Amplitude 
Plasser 35 Fixed 
Harsco 53 Fixed 




Additionally, a reduced amplitude (A1) characterizes the high-frequency vibration of the 
tamping tools during the downfeed while a larger value (A2) is requested throughout the 
squeeze-in. Considering state-of-the-art tamping devices, the upper limits of the 
actuator’s motion are A1 = ±1.4 mm at high frequency and A2 = ±2.8 mm at low frequency. 
 
5.2 The novel displacement-controlled dual function squeeze actuators 
Figure 87 depicts the novel architecture proposed for dual function displacement-
controlled squeeze actuators. Such actuators perform two functions, namely squeezing 
the ballast while vibrating the tamping tools. As introduced in Section 2.2.1, the double-
rod cylinder arranged in closed-circuit configuration is controlled by means of a dedicated 
servo-pump.  
 
Figure 87. Proposed architecture for a displacement-controlled dual function squeeze 
actuator. 
The proposed system allows a simplified design of the next-generation tamper’s work-
heads characterized by improved performance. In fact, the squeezing/vibrating motion of 










in combination with rotary vibrating actuators. Kinematic mechanisms, affected by wear, 
convert the rotation of the vibrating motors into the torsional vibration of the tamping 
tools. The resulting vibration has both constant frequency and constant amplitude and is 
permanently active since the vibrating motors are always running. Hence, the advantages of 
dual function displacement-controlled squeeze cylinders can be summarized as follows: 
 The DC system vibrates the tamping tools with variable frequency and variable 
amplitude, both being controllable with respect to the measured cylinder position. 
 The DC solution improves the overall efficiency of the tamping subsystem. The 
flow losses introduced by the control valves are removed and the vibration of the 
tools is active only when necessary. 
 The DC system removes both the vibrating motors and the mechanical devices 
that vibrate the tamping tools. This results in improved system’s reliability and 
simplified maintenance since there is no more need of periodically replacing the 
kinematic mechanisms. 
 
5.3 The state-space representation of a dual function squeeze actuators 
Obtaining the state-space representation of the proposed system is a key aspect that 
enables the implementation of advanced control techniques.  
 
5.3.1 The non-linear plant model 
Referring to a displacement-controlled dual function squeeze actuator as the one 
depicted in Figure 87, the dynamic model of this system is described by three main 
equations. 
1) Equation (48) describes the dynamics of the actuator.  
 1 Hyd Fric Loady F F F
m
    (48) 
The different terms are the hydraulic force specified in Eq. (49), the friction of the 
actuator detailed in Eq. (50), and the force FLoad depending on the external load, 
i.e. the force resulting by the interaction between the ballast and the tamping 
tools. 
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 Hyd A BF A p p    (49) 
  ( )H yFric V Coulomb StaticF f y f f e sign y        (50) 
2) Equation (51) points out the system’s pressure. Since the low-pressure side of the 
actuator is connected to the charge line, it is characterized by constant pressure, 
i.e. pLow = const. implies ṗLow = 0. Therefore, the pressure builds-up only in the high-
pressure side of the system.  
 ,
1
SP e Leak CV RV
H
p Q y A Q Q Q
C
        (51) 
The specific terms listed above are the effective servo-pump’s flow elucidated by 
Eq. (52), the internal and external flow losses included in Eq. (53), the hydraulic 
capacitance of the control volume detailed in Eq. (54), and the flow rates though 
the valves described in Eq. (55). 
,SP e Th S Max SQ Q Q V Q        (52) 
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3) Equation (56) elucidates the dynamics of the servo-pump’s displacement 
adjustment system, i.e. a second order transfer function between the valve 
command and the unit displacement setting. 
2 22          n n nK u  (56) 
 
5.3.2 The linearized plant model 
Linearizing the dynamic model of the system is necessary in order to apply control 
techniques based on linear control theory. To that end, the following simplifications are 
assumed: 
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 The dynamics of the mechanical-hydraulic portion of the servo-pump’s 
displacement adjustment system are neglected  
 The effective pump’s flow rate is computed using constant volumetric efficiency 
and constant speed via Eq. (57) 
,SP e SP SP SP SPQ V K          
(57) 
 Constant hydraulic capacitances are assumed for both lines 
 The cylinder friction is simplified by considering only the viscous friction 
 The external load is neglected and treated as a disturbance 
 The flows of both the check valves and the relief valves are neglected 
 The volumetric losses of the actuator are reduced to pressure-dependent internal 
flow losses. 
After introducing two scale factors that minimize numerical errors, i.e. the pressure scale 
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 (58) 
Equation (59) elucidates the state-space representation useful to write the derived linear 
plant model in compact format. The different terms are the state vector x(t), the state 
matrix A, the input matrix B, the input value u(t), the output matrix C, the direct 
transmission matrix D, and the output value y(t).  
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
   

   
x t A x t B u t
y t C x t D u t
 (59) 
Using the state vector x = [y, ẏ, ∆p]T that includes the actuator’s position, the actuator’s 
velocity, and the pressure difference across the actuator, Eq. (60) elucidates the resulting 
matrixes that describe the linear-time-invariant (LTI) single-input single-output (SISO) 
third-order system from pump swash-plate angle as input to actuator’s position as output.  
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The open-loop plant transfer function (GP) from servo-pump’s displacement setting as 
input to actuator’s position as output is presented in Eq. (61). 
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This third-order system is unstable since there is a pole on the origin. However, the system 
is both controllable and observable as confirmed by the full rank controllability matrix (W) 
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5.4 System sizing  
Evaluating how the desired system’s performance affect the sizing of the components is 
a key question.  This section proposes a simple approach useful to size the components 
and understand the system’s limitations.  
First, the work-heads of tamping machines are characterized by a kinematics located 
between the dual function squeeze actuators and the tamping pads, e.g. Figure 20. The 
motion of the tamping tools is amplified by a fixed ratio (i) if compared to the motion of 
the squeeze actuators. Then, considering both the maximum squeezing force required to 
the tamping pads (FMax) and the maximum pressure difference across the actuator (ΔpMax), 










Once the size of the squeeze actuator is defined, the servo-pump’s flow rate is estimated 
according to the actuator velocity (ẏ) derived from the desired motion. This motion is a 
combination of the tamping motion and of the vibrating motion. Two different extreme 
system’s operating conditions are simulated, i.e. maximum amplitude at reduced 
frequency and maximum frequency at reduced amplitude. Servo-pumps of different sizes 
are simulated in order to compute the displacement setting (β) necessary to generate 
such a flow rate via Eq. (64). The maximum unit displacement, the unit speed, and a 
representative volumetric efficiency are used. 







   
(64) 
Figure 88 shows a qualitative example of such a procedure.  
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Figure 88. Example of the system’s sizing (±0.57 mm actuator’s motion at 45 Hz 
performed with a 85 cm3/rev pump running at 3200 rpm). 
When the results generated by this dynamic model are analyzed in order to select the 
proper components, it is important to keep in mind the following aspects: 
 Since the squeeze servo-pumps are running permanently, the units’ speed should 
be limited to a safe value, e.g. ⅔ of the maximum admitted speed. 
 Due to the high frequency requirements up to 45 Hz, the variation of the 
displacement setting should be limited, i.e. the displacement should remain within 
the ±40%. In fact, a reasonable time required to adjust the displacement setting 
from 0% up to 100% is about 40 ms. This limitation is dictated by the performance 
of conventional displacement adjustment systems. Combining a realistic value of 
the pressure supply (e.g. up to 50 bar) with standard size control valves (e.g. 40 
L/min at 70 bar), the flow saturation of the pump’s displacement adjustment 
system limits the performance. 
Using the realistic values listed in Table 5.2, two alternative servo-pumps available on the 



















































































































1) Using 85 cm3/rev servo-pumps running at 3200 rpm: 
 ±4.0 mm motion of the tamping tools @ 35 Hz 
 ±1.0 mm motion of the tamping tools @ 45 Hz 
 
2) Using 65 cm3/rev servo-pumps running at 3600 rpm: 
 ±3.5 mm motion of the tamping tools @ 35 Hz 
 ±1.0 mm motion of the tamping tools @ 45 Hz 
Table 5.2 Example of sizing for a DC dual function squeeze actuator. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Diameter bore 63.5 mm 
Diameter rod 25.4 mm 
Area actuator 2660.2 mm2 
Max Δp actuator 400 bar 
Max force actuator 106.4 kN 
Kinematic ratio 1.75 - 
Max force pads 60.8 kN 
 
 
5.5 The controller design 
The control structure proposed for displacement-controlled dual function squeeze 
actuators makes use of two cascade loops as depicted in Figure 89.  
 





















The outer loop controls the actuator’s position while the inner loop controls the 
displacement of the squeeze servo-pump. 
 
5.5.1 The controller for the servo-pump’s displacement  
The swashplate controller is an essential part of the control scheme due to the high-
frequency motion of the dual function squeeze actuators.  
 
5.5.1.1 The displacement adjustment system in state-space form 
An example of a displacement adjustment system for variable-displacement servo-pumps 
is shown in Figure 29. The simplified hydraulic schematic of such a system is proposed in 
Figure 90 where the control valve (PDCV) and the control cylinder (CYL) are highlighted. 
 
Figure 90. Schematic of a displacement adjustment system. 
The governing equations of a displacement adjustment system are described in the sequel. 
The same approach was used and experimentally validate by Berg (1999) for variable-
displacement units. Equation (65) elucidates the dynamics of the proportional valve using 
the valve’s natural frequency (ωn), the valve’s damping ratio (ζ), and the valve’s static gain 
(KPDCV). 
2 22       PDCV n PDCV n PDCV PDCV nx x x K u  (65) 
The different flow rates through the control valve (e.g. from LP to A and from B to T) are 
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The motion of the cylinder rigidly connected to the swashplate is described in Eq. (67) 
where the friction force (FFric) and the external load (FLoad) are included. 
 , ,
1
     ADJ A ADJ ADJ B ADJ ADJ Fric Loadx p A p A F F
m
 (67) 
Finally, the pressures in the chambers of the displacement adjustment system’s cylinder 
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In order to obtain a linearized model of the displacement adjustment system, the effects 
of the mechanical-hydraulic portion are neglected, the hydraulic capacitances are 
assumed constant, and the flow rates through the control valve are simplified according 
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Arranging these equations results in the linear open-loop plant transfer function (GADJ) 





























Lastly, this transfer function can be converted into the state-space representation using 
the matrixes AADJ, BADJ, CADJ, and DADJ resulting from
   
1
  ADJ ADJ ADJ ADJ ADJG s C sI A B D .  
5.5.1.2 Structure of the controller for the servo-pump’s displacement 
After investigating and testing several control schemes, it was found that the robust 
control strategy developed by Berg (1999) for secondary controlled motors represents a 
valid solution to control squeeze servo-pumps. An open-loop shaping approach based on 
the Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian/Loop-Transfer-Recovery (LQG/LTR) method is used to 
derive the swashplate controller. This control scheme is depicted in Figure 101. 
 
Figure 91. A LQG/LTR regulator connected in series with the plant used for the 
controller design. 
First, a Kalman filter is designed as an observer giving the observer gain H. Then, a Linear-
Quadratic regulator is used as an optimal state feedback generating the feedback gain G. 
Moreover, a quasi-integrator is included into the servo-pump’s controller as successfully 
tested by Berg et al. (1999) in order to provide good rejection of disturbances. The quasi-























Thus, the resulting transfer function of the servo-pump’s controller (KADJ in Figure 92) is a 
series connection of a LQG/LTR compensator and a quasi-integrator. A complete 


















Figure 92. The control scheme for the servo-pump’s swashplate. 
5.5.2 The controller for the dual function squeeze actuator 
The controller for the dual function squeeze actuator serves the purpose of creating a 
suitable displacement setting (βSet) for the servo-pump in order to perform the desired 
actuator’s motion. The displacement setting is generated by combining both feedforward 
and feedback terms according to the control scheme depicted in Figure 93. For simplicity, 
the plant block in this schematic is intended as the hydraulics, i.e. the servo-pump and 
the squeeze actuator, together with the swashplate controller.  
 
Figure 93. The control scheme for DC dual function squeeze actuators. 
The feedforward portion of the controller is used to create the vibrating motion of the 
squeeze cylinder according to the dedicated input xSet,Vib (this input defines both the 
amplitude and the frequency of the desired vibrating motion). The feedforward term is 
based on the inverse of the plant derived in Eq. (61). When inversion is applied, the 
resulting transfer function is improper, i.e. the numerator possesses a higher order than 
the denominator. Adding additional terms to the denominator that affect the system’s 




























depicted in Eq. (72). A variable gain adjusted according to the commanded frequency of 
the vibrating motion multiplies the feedforward term. Additional details of this process 
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 (72) 
Introducing a feedback term into the control scheme is necessary in order to guarantee 
the correct positioning of the actuator according the dedicated input xSet,Sq (this input 
refers to the squeezing motion). To that end, a simple proportional gain acting on the 
error between the commanded position and the measured position is used. The 
measured position is filtered using a low-pass filter such as a first-order filter with a cutoff 
frequency of a few Hertz, e.g. 10 Hz. 
 
5.6 The experimental setup  
A dedicated test-bed was specifically designed and implemented in order to test the novel 
displacement-controlled dual function squeeze cylinders.  
 
5.6.1 The hydraulic portion of the test-bed 
Figure 94 depicts the schematic of the hydraulics installed on test-bed that is used to 
simulate a displacement-controlled dual function squeeze cylinder. One side of the 
actuator’s rod is rigidly connected to the load simulator indicated by means of a simplified 
symbol (LOAD).  
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Figure 94. Schematic of the test-bed for a dual function squeeze cylinder.  
The following components are used: 
 A Parker-Hannifin PCA018 variable-displacement swashplate type axial piston 
servo-pump (maximum unit displacement 18 cm3/rev, displacement adjustment 
cylinder’s bore 20 mm, and displacement adjustment cylinder’s stroke 14.84 mm) 
 A Parker-Hannifin D1FP proportional direct-operated directional control valve 
used to adjust the servo-pump’s displacement (dynamic response -3db/350Hz at 
±5% of the input command, maximum flow rate of 40 L/min at Δp 70 bar, and 
maximum pressure of 350 bar)             
 A Parker-Hannifin Series 2H double-rod cylinder (63.5 mm bore diameter, 25.4 
mm rod diameter, 152.4 mm stroke, and pressure up to 207 bar) 
 Two Sun Hydraulics RDFA relief valves 
 Two Sun Hydraulics CXBA check valves 
 Two Sun Hydraulics DMDA flow directional control valves (even though these 
valves are not required by the proposed dual function squeeze cylinders, they are 
part of the test-bed since an existing manifold originally designed for other 
purposes was used). 





















 The low-pressure source available at the Maha Fluid Power Center (pressure 
setting 48 bar).  
The power supply and the manifold that houses the valves are shown in the left side of 
Figure 95. 
 
5.6.2 The mechanical structure of the test-bed 
The mechanical portion of the test-bed has two purposes, i.e. guide the motion of the rod 
and simulate the external load. To that end, the double-rod dual function squeeze 
cylinder is fixed to a rigid structure as depicted in the right side of Figure 95. The actuator 
drives the rod extension that is connected to the rod by means of an alignment coupling. 
Two linear bearings fixed to a steel box that is part of the load simulator support the 




Figure 95. Overview of the power supply (left) and of the mechanical portion of 
the test-bed. 

















Figure 96. Cross-section of the load simulator.  
Since the target is building pressure up in the actuator’s chambers when the rod moves 
about the center position, two springs are compressed between the plates and the spring 
support that is rigidly connected to the rod extension. The plates are part of a device used 
to adjust the preload of the springs in order to introduce different system’s pressure. By 
removing the spring support, the rod extension can freely move in the air. 
 
5.6.3 Instrumentation and electrical components 
Both real-time testing and data acquisition are based on VeriStand 2013 using a sampling 
frequency of 300 Hz. The following components provided by National Instruments are 
used: 
 CompactRIO 9112: reconfigurable 4-slot chassis  
 CompactRIO 9024: real-time embedded controller (800 MHz, 512 MB DRAM) 
 Module 9205: analog input module (32-Channel, ±200 mV to ±10 V, 16-Bit)   
 Module 9263: analog voltage output (4-channel, ±10 V) 










An industrial enclosure was assembled to house the electronic components such as the 
controller with the relative modules and the voltage converters (Figure 97). The resulting 
wiring schematic is included within Appendix D.  
 
Figure 97. Overview of the electronic hardware (left) and detail of the controller.  
Concerning the sensors, pressure transducers are provided to both actuator’s ports. A 
linear position sensor measures the position of the actuator, while an angular position 
sensor senses the displacement of the servo-pump. Back-up manual manometers are 
connected to both servo-pump’s ports and a speed sensor, part of the electric motor, 
senses the speed of the servo-pump shaft. The sensors’ characteristics are listed below: 
 Pressure transducers: Hydac series HDA 4000 (diaphragm strain gage technology, 
pressure range 0 – 413 bar, accuracy ≤ ±2 bar) 
 Linear position sensor: Penny + Giles VRVT050/E/TM/L/50 (LVDT technology, 
range 0 – 50 mm, virtually infinite resolution, linearity better than ± 0.5%  of the 
full scale) 
 Angular position sensor: Parker RS60 (non-contact Hall-effect technology, working 
angle 170°, total error maximum 5.0% of the full scale). 
 
5.7 The experimental results 
The experimental tests serve the purposes of demonstrating that displacement-
controlled dual function squeeze actuators can perform the desired vibrating motion with 
NI 9024 NI 9236
NI 9472NI 9205
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given amplitude and given frequency. Several tests were conducted moving the actuator 
about the center position with a sinusoidal motion characterized by different amplitudes 
and diverse frequencies. The most demanding working condition is addressed first, i.e. 
the sinusoidal motion characterized by a frequency of 45 Hz. Figure 98 shows both the 
commanded and the measured position of the squeeze actuator (plot on the left) 
confirming that the system’s performance is satisfactory. In fact, the amplitude of the 
motion reaches the commanded value of ±0.6 mm. The moderate delay of the measured 
position with respect to the commanded value does not affect the proper functioning of 
the system since the final target is vibrating the tamping tools at a predefined frequency 
with sufficient amplitude.  
 
Figure 98. Position of the squeeze actuator (left) and diplacement of the servo-
pump for a sinusoidal commanded motion of ±0.6 mm in amplitude at 45 Hz. 
The right side of Figure 98 focuses on the servo-pump’s displacement. Both commands 
originated by the feedforward term and the feedback term are depicted togheter with 
the resulting commanded and measured displacement. The feedback serves the purpose 
of maintaining the actuator in the center position highlighted in Figure 96, while the 
feedforward generates the sinusoidal motion at given amplitude and specific frequency. 
As visible in the plot, the pump’s response is acceptable since there is a good agreement 
between the commanded and the measured value. In order to provide a complete 
overview of the system, Figure 99 shows the voltage command transferred to the control 
valve (left side) and the pressure in the actuator’s chambers (right side). Due to the 
reduced amplitude of the motion, the pressure difference across the actuator is limited.  
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Figure 99. Valve command (left) and pressure in the lines for a sinusoidal motion 
of ±0.6 mm at 45 Hz. 
After demonstrating appropriate performance in the most demanding working condition, 
other relevant operating conditions are addressed. Figure 100 presents the actuator’s 
position for sinusoidal motions characterized by an amplitude of ±0.8 mm at 40 Hz and 
±1.4 mm at 35 Hz (as explained in the introduction, higher amplitude is desired at lower 
frequency).  
 
Figure 100. Position of the squeeze actuator vibrating at 35 Hz (left) and at 40 Hz. 
The key aspect emerging from these results is that sufficient amplitude in the motion of 
the squeeze actuator is always achieved independently of the frequency. Ultimately, the 
desired performance of the displacement-controlled dual function squeeze actuators is 
experimentally proven. The squeeze actuators can vibrate the tamping tools at different 
frequencies up to 45 Hz that represents the upper limit set as a target. Most importantly, 
the commanded amplitude is always achieved at any frequency. 
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Discussing displacement-controlled dual function squeeze actuators more in general, the 
following elements are necessary in order to achieve the desired performance. 
Implementing an appropriate swashplate controller is the key aspect. After testing several 
control schemes characterized by different complexity, the approach based on the Linear-
Quadratic-Gaussian/Loop-Transfer-Recovery resulted convenient. Then, the size of the 
hydraulic components plays an important role due to the demanding dynamics 
commanded to the system. The valve that controls the displacement of the servo-pump 
needs to provide sufficient flow to the displacement adjustment system’s cylinder. The 
40 L/min valve supplied at 48 bar that was installed on the test-bed suffices the 
requirements of a servo-pump designed for displacement-controlled actuation. A smaller 
valve with performant dynamic response could be used if the supply pressure were 
increased. Additionally, the experimental results proposed beforehand are derived using 
a 18 cm3/rev servo-pump running at 4000 rpm and a cylinder with bore diameter of 63.5 
mm and rod diameter of 25.4 mm. When such a system is implemented on a tamping 
machine, the kinematic ratio of the tamping heads amplifies the motion of the actuator 
1.75 times. The resulting vibrating motion of the tamping tools is characterized by the 
following amplitudes: ±1.05 mm at 45 Hz, ±1.4 mm at 40 Hz, and ±2.45 mm at 35 Hz. If 
bigger amplitude is desired, two approaches are possible: 
1) Increase the size of the control valve and/or the supply pressure, i.e. higher 
servo-pump’s displacement can be achieved at any frequency resulting in 
more flow delivered to the squeeze actuator 
2) Size the servo-pump and/or the squeeze cylinder differently, i.e. using a bigger 
unit running at high speed and/or an actuator with smaller area. 
 
5.8 Summary of Chapter 5 
 The requirements for an optimized tamping process were pointed out 
 A linearized state-space representation of the novel displacement-controlled dual 
function squeeze actuators was derived. 
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 A control structure involving two cascade loops was proposed for controlling the 
motion of DC dual function squeeze actuators. The inner loop controls the 
displacement of the squeeze servo-pump using a series connection of a LQG/LTR 
compensator and a quasi-integrator. The outer loop controls the position of the 
squeeze actuator involving also a feedforward term based on the inverse of the 
plant 
 Details about the dedicated test-bed specifically designed and implemented in 
order to test the novel displacement-controlled dual function squeeze cylinders 
were provided 
 The desired performance of displacement-controlled dual function squeeze 
actuators was experimentally proven for the first time. The squeeze actuators can 
vibrate the tamping tools at different frequencies up to 45 Hz while achieving the 
commanded amplitude in any case. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation demonstrates how to design the next-generation hydraulic multi-
actuator railway machines. The primary goal for this research was to develop new 
machines that are highly efficient, productive, reliable, and cost affordable. With this in 
mind, several displacement-controlled architectures were conceived and investigated.  
This thesis contains the following original contributions: 
 Developed for the first time two complete multi-actuator hydraulic circuits for 
next-generation tamper-liners, namely a non-hybrid and a hybrid version, 
involving a new design of both the propulsion system and the working 
hydraulics.  
 Demonstrated for the first time that efficient displacement-controlled 
propulsion systems are feasible for railway machines by comparing different 
architectures as well as alternative control strategies. 
 Demonstrated for the first time that it is possible to achieve relevant 
downsizing of the rated engine power in state-of-the-art tamper-liners, i.e. up 
to 35%, by installing a hybrid propulsion system. 
 Proposed and experimentally validated for the first time a novel concept that 
makes use of displacement-controlled squeeze actuators to perform two 
functions, i.e. squeezing the ballast and vibrating the tamping tools. This 
contribution originated a patent application. 
Going more into detail, a significant effort was devoted to design efficient propulsion 
systems and implement suitable control strategies. In contrast to the state-of-the-art 
machines, the new approach removes flow throttling and implements regenerative 
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braking in order to take advantage of the machine’s large mass and of working cycles 
characterized by frequent stops. Two non-hybrid architectures were first proposed, i.e. a 
novel layout grounded on two independent hydrostatic transmissions (HSTs) and two 
secondary controlled hydraulic motors (SCHMs) connected in parallel to the same high-
pressure line. This is the first application of this technology to railway vehicles. Three 
different control strategies were addressed and the systems’ performance was 
investigated via mathematical simulations. High-fidelity dynamic models focused on 
capturing the longitudinal dynamics of the machine were created and simulated using the 
MATLAB-Simulink environment. These models combine accurate modeling of the 
rail/wheel interface based on the Hertz’s theory with the definition of the wheel’s slip 
valid also for zero-velocity. The performance of the propulsion systems was proven by 
acceptable velocity tracking, accurate stopping position, achieving regenerative braking, 
and the expected behavior of the slip coefficients on both axles. The independent HSTs 
are most efficient non-hybrid propulsion system. During a representative working cycle, 
i.e. a double-tamping cycle, they consume 6.6% less energy than the SCHMs working with 
variable-pressure and 12.8% less energy than the SCHMs supplied at constant-pressure. 
Furthermore, two alternative hybrid propulsion systems were proposed in order to 
maximize the downsizing of the combustion engine by making the power consumption 
smoother. The hybrid architectures enable 35% reduction of the rated engine power of 
the baseline machine by only modifying the machine’s propulsion system. The other sub-
systems of the machine, i.e. the working hydraulics, receive all the requested power even 
though such a power demand is higher than the engine rated power for a reduced portion 
of the working cycle. This is possible by running the hybrid unit in motoring mode, i.e. the 
energy coming from the hydraulic accumulator is transferred back to the engine’s shaft, 
thus assisting the combustion engine. The complete use of the combustion engine’s 
power for long periods of time is common with the implementation of hybrid systems. 
For instance, the 76% of the engine’s operating points during a working cycle are located 
above the 98% of the rated engine power of the series-parallel hybrid. 
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The focus of extending displacement-controlled technology to functions related to 
working hydraulics of railway construction and maintenance machines was also a priority. 
Three different actuator types were proposed in the displacement-controlled version, 
namely the dual function squeeze cylinders, the work-head cylinders, and the hook-
clamps actuators. These architectures represent a novel approach for railway machines. 
In particular, the performance of the dual function squeeze actuators was experimentally 
validated since such actuators represent a peculiar application due to the motion 
characterized by high frequency. A dedicated test-bed specifically designed was built, and 
a control strategy involving to two cascade loops was implemented to control the 
actuator’s motion. The inner loop controls the displacement of the squeeze servo-pump 
using a series connection of a LQG/LTR compensator and a quasi-integrator, while the 
outer loop controls the position of the squeeze actuator. Desired performance of the 
squeeze actuators was demonstrated for different operating conditions up to an 
oscillating motion characterized by an amplitude of ±0.6 mm at 45 Hz. This means the 
system can meet the performance of state-of-the-art tamping systems while enabling 
advantages such as vibrating the tamping tools with variable frequency and variable 
amplitude, removing flow throttling, and simplifying the system’s maintenance.  
Combining the new displacement-controlled systems developed by this research 
generated two alternative complete architectures for next-generation tamper-liners. A 
non-hybrid solution that is more likely to be accepted among machine’s manufacturers 
and a hybrid design capable of maximizing the downsizing of the combustion engine. 
These systems reflect the advantages highlighted beforehand in terms of both energy 
efficiency and improved controllability.  




Figure 101. Overview of the research. 
Finally, there is always opportunity for future research about railway machines. The next 
step will involve the experimentation of the proposed systems in real machines in order 
to exploit the best of these concepts. In this regard, a sponsor company already started 
the construction of a displacement-controlled tamper-liner prototype using the outcomes 
of this research and announced commercial solutions starting from 2018.  
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Appendix A Automated functioning of railway propulsion systems 
Appendix A describes the procedure used to generate the desired vehicle’s velocity profile 
that is commanded to control the propulsion system. 
Like many railway machines, tamper-liners work for most of the time performing 
automated working cycles with frequent stops. These cycles consist of moving the vehicle 
from one tie to another in order to tamp the ballast and line the rails. Depending on both 
the spacing between the ties (the standard value is 0.6 meter) and the number of ties that 
are tamped, the usual machine’s motion ranges from 0.6 to 1.8 meters. The machine 
accelerates with a constant acceleration and when the 50% or the 65% of the total motion 
is completed, it starts to slow down. Lastly, the machine maintains the stopping position 
in order to complete the tamping/lining process. Regarding the automated functioning, 
the vehicle is equipped an encoder to measure the travelled distance and a metal 
detector to localize the position of the ties. Thus, the distance the machine needs to travel 
(xtotal) is already known before performing the movement. The profile of the desired 
vehicle’s velocity can be created according to the following parameters selected by the 
operator: the desired vehicle’s acceleration, and the location of the peak velocity (xAcc) 
with respect to the distance traveled during the specific cycle. Referring to a generic 
velocity profile (Figure 102), it is necessary to locate the two points Pt. 1, i.e. end of the 
acceleration, and Pt. 1, i.e. end of the motion, in order to fully define the velocity profile. 
 
Figure 102. Qualitative velocity profile of a railway machine during standard 
operations. 
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In other words, the unknown parameters are the two points Pt. 1 (tAcc, vpeak) and Pt. 2 (tBr, 
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These parameters are computed by means of the kinematic equations for linear motion 
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Appendix B Propulsion systems’ parameters 
Appendix B presents the parameters used to simulate the propulsions systems specifically 
designed railway machines.   
Table B.1 lists the parameters of the railway machine assumed as reference for the 
simulations as well as the parameters used to define the rail/wheel interface. 
Table B.1. Vehicle’s and rails’ parameters. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Mass of the vehicle 26·103 kg 
Mass rear axle 60 % 
Rolling radius 0.3556 m 
Distance l1 + l2 8 m 
Distance h 0.2 m 
Axle’s inertia  32.70 kg·m2 
Rail bending radius 0.7 m 
Young's modulus 2.1·1011 N/ m2 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 - 
Coefficient μ0 0.36 - 
Coefficient μ∞ 0.137 - 
Reduction factor KS 0.36 - 
Reduction factor KA 0.72 - 
Exponential friction B 0.7 - 
 
Table B.2 includes details about the hydraulic components used in the non-hybrid HSTs. 
Concerning the value of the controller’s parameters, the gain α is adjusted at 0.51 during 
machine’s acceleration and at 0.488 during machine’s deceleration.  
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Table B.2. Hydraulic parameters for the non-hybrid HSTs. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Size primary units 42 cm3/rev 
Size secondary units 55 cm3/rev 
Axle gear ratio 42 - 
Maximum pressure 350 bar 
 
Table B.3 defines the parameters of the components used in the non-hybrid secondary 
controlled hydraulic motors. The gain α is chosen as 0.4 for any operating condition. 
Table B.3. Hydraulic parameters for the non-hybrid SCHMs. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Size primary units 85 cm3/rev 
Size secondary units 75 cm3/rev 
Axle gear ratio 52 - 
Accumulator volume 5.25 L 
Accumulator pre-charge 70 bar 
Maximum pressure 350 bar 
Polytrophic coefficient 1.4 - 
 
Table B.4 defines the hydraulic components used in the series-parallel hybrid system, i.e. 
the propulsion system grounded on secondary controlled hydraulic motors. 
Table B.4. Hydraulic parameters for the series-parallel hybrid. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Size hybrid unit 65 cm3/rev 
Size traction motors 71 cm3/rev 
Accumulator volume 5.25 L 
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Axle gear ratio 47 - 
Accumulator pre-charge 150 bar 
Maximum pressure 350 bar 
Polytrophic coefficient 1.4 - 
 
Finally, Table B.5 includes details about the hydraulic components used in the series-
parallel hybrid system. The independent hydrostatic transmissions are characterized by 
the same parameters listed in Table B2. 
Table B.5. Hydraulic parameters for the parallel hybrid. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Size hybrid unit 65 cm3/rev 
Accumulator volume 5.25 L 
Accumulator pre-charge  150 bar 
Maximum pressure 350 bar 









Appendix C Dual function squeeze actuator’s parameters 
Appendix C details the parameters and the algorithms used to derive the controllers 
implemented on the test-bed for the dual function squeeze actuator. 
 
The swashplate controller 
The following MATLAB code computes the compensator for the swashplate controller 
generated as a series connection of a LQG/LTR compensator and a quasi-integrator. 
 
clc; close all; clear all 
%% Parameters 
pi=3.1415; 
Fs=1/300;         %[s]     sampling time 
p_LP=48e5;        %[Pa]    supply pressure 
p_T=0;            %[Pa]    tank pressure 
K_oil=1.2e9;      %[Pa]    oil bulk modulus 
V_sv=1/1000;      %[m/V]   valve’s static gain  
D_sv=0.8;         %[-]     valve’s damping ratio 
w_sv=80*2*pi;     %[rad/s] valve’s natural frequency 
y_sv_max=1;       %[m]     spool stroke  
A_k=3.8012e-4;    %[m2]    piston area 
x_k_max=14.84e-3; %[m]     piston stroke 
Q_SV_nom=40;      %[L/min] valve’s nominal flow rate  
Dp_SV_nom=70;     %[bar]   valve’s nominal pressure difference 
B_sv=Q_SV_nom*sqrt(2/Dp_SV_nom)/y_sv_max/(sqrt(1e5)*60000); %[m3/s/sqrt(N)] 
% TF from valve cmd to pump displacement  
num_SV=[V_sv*B_sv*sqrt(0.5*(p_LP-p_T))/A_k]; 
den_SV_1=tf([1],[1/w_sv^2 2*D_sv/w_sv 1]); 
den_SV_2=tf([1],[1 0]); 
G_SV=num_SV*den_SV_1*den_SV_2; 
% State-space representation 
G_SV_ss=ss(G_SV); 
A_SV=G_SV_ss.a ; B_SV=G_SV_ss.b ; C_SV=G_SV_ss.c ; D_SV=G_SV_ss.d ;  
% Kalman filter design 
q=9e-8;  
H=lqe(A_SV,B_SV,C_SV,eye(1),eye(1)*q); 
% LQ-regulator design 
rho=3e-12; G=lqry(A_SV,B_SV,C_SV,D_SV,eye(1),eye(1)*rho);  


















The resulting discrete-time transfer function implemented on the test-bed is: 
K_LQG_TOT_Discrete = 
  
         3814 z^3 - 4447 z^2 + 1026 z - 235.6 
  -------------------------------------------------- 




The dual squeeze actuator controller 
The following MATLAB code computes the feedforward transfer function depicted in Eq. 
(72) and based on the plant’s inverse.  
 
clc; close all; clear all 
  
%% General parameters 
Fs=1/300;                       %[s]   sampling time 
K_oil=1.5e4;                    %[bar] oil bulk modulus 
%% Servo-Pump 
V_SP_I=18;                      %[cm^3/rev] maximum pump displacement  
displ_adj_pist_stroke_I=14.84;  %[mm]       stroke adj piston  
displ_adj_pist_diam_I=22;       %[mm]       diameter adj piston  
n_pump=4000;                    %[rpm]      pump speed 
%% Squeeze Cylinder  
SQ_cyl_bore_diam_inch=2.5;                           %[inch] bore d. 
SQ_cyl_rod_diam_inch=1;                              %[inch] rod d. 
SQ_cyl_bore_diam=SQ_cyl_bore_diam_inch*25.4;         %[mm]   bore d. 
SQ_cyl_rod_diam=SQ_cyl_rod_diam_inch*25.4;           %[mm]   rod d. 
SQ_cyl_rod_area=0.25*pi*SQ_cyl_rod_diam^2;           %[mm^2] rod  
SQ_cyl_pis_area=0.25*pi*SQ_cyl_bore_diam^2;          %[mm^2] piston  
SQ_cyl_annulus_area=SQ_cyl_pis_area-SQ_cyl_rod_area; %[mm^2] annulus  
%% Hydraulic Lines  
lin_leng_SQ=2;                                %[m]  line length 
lin_diam_SQ=20;                               %[mm] diameter  line 
lin_area_SQ=pi*0.25*(lin_diam_SQ^2);          %[mm^2] area line 
lin_vol_SQ=lin_leng_SQ*lin_area_SQ/(10)^6;    %[m^3] volume line 
%% State-Space (parameters) 
m=10;                             %[kg]         equivalent mass 
eta_SP=.90;                       %[-]          volumetric eff. 
K_SP=n_pump*V_SP_I*eta_SP/1000;   %[L/min]      pump displacement gain 
K_L=0.009;                        %[L/min/bar]  internal leakage 
K_F=170;                          %[N*s/m]      viscous friction. 
C_H=(lin_vol_SQ)/K_oil;           %[m^3/bar]    hydraulic capacit.  
%% Scaled state space (position [m], velocity [m/s], Dp [bar]) 
% Scaling factors 
S_1=210;  %[bar] pressure factor 
S_2=0.5;  %[m/s] velocity factor  
% Definition 
A23scaled=SQ_cyl_annulus_area*S_1/m/S_2/10;            %[m/s^2/bar] 
A22scaled=-K_F/m;                                      %[1/s] 
A33scaled=-K_L/C_H/60000;                              %[1/s] 
A32scaled=-SQ_cyl_annulus_area*S_2/C_H/S_1/10^6;       %[bar/m] 
B31scaled=K_SP/C_H/S_1/60000; 
% Matrix form 
Ascaled=[0                 1                      0; 
         0         A22scaled              A23scaled;                       
         0         A32scaled              A33scaled]; 
Bscaled=[0;                0;             B31scaled]; 
C1scaled=[1  0  0]; 
Dscaled=0; 
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%% Open-Loop Position Transfer Function 
[Num_Plant,Den_Plant] = ss2tf(Ascaled,Bscaled,C1scaled,Dscaled); 
G_Plant=tf(Num_Plant,Den_Plant);      
%% Feedforward controller (INVERSE open-loop transfer function) 
syms s 
w_ff=650;     % frequency additional terms 
a_ff=1; 
den_FF_coeffs=double(coeffs(expand((Num_Plant(4))*((1/w_ff)*s+a_ff)^3))); 
num_FF=Den_Plant;                                                               
den_FF=[den_FF_coeffs(4) den_FF_coeffs(3) den_FF_coeffs(2) den_FF_coeffs(1)];   
G_FF=tf(num_FF,den_FF)  
% Discrete time feedforward controller  
G_FF_discrete=c2d(G_FF, Fs); 
[num_FF_dis,den_FF_dis] = tfdata(G_FF_discrete,'v'); 
 
The resulting discrete-time transfer function implemented on the test-bed is: 
G_FF_discrete = 
  
  200.2 z^3 - 76.48 z^2 - 79.25 z - 44.46 
  --------------------------------------- 
  z^3 - 0.3437 z^2 + 0.03937 z - 0.001503 
 
 
The gain kFF is adjusted according to frequency using the following values: kFF =1 below 




Appendix D Wiring schematic of the test-bed 
Figure 103 shows the wiring schematic of the electronic components installed on the test-
bed. 
 
Figure 103. Schematic of the test-bed electrical wiring.  
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